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Synopsis 

Background 

An integral part of the research conducted at the Sasol Advanced Fuels Laboratory 

involves the characterisation of fuel combustion properties such as autoignition be

haviour. To facilitate autoignition research, the laboratory was equipped with a rapid 

compression machine capable of measuring ignition delays ranging from 1 to 50ms at 

test temperatures of up to 1000K. However, the need to access higher test temperatures 

and shorter ignition delays led to the requirement for a shock tube apparatus. 

Conventionally, a shock tube, which is a conceptually simple device, relies on the 

sudden rupture of a diaphragm separating a chamber of high pressure (driver) gas from a 

chamber of low pressure (driven) gas to generate the shock wave. Although the device's 

most direct application is as a test facility for studying the shock wave phenomenon, it 

has become an indespensible experimental tool in the field of high temperature chemical 

kinetics and autoignition research. When applied to this field, the shock wave is utilised 

to transform the test gas almost instantaneously to a high temperature state which can 

be well over 1000K. 

Objectives 

The Sasol Advanced Fuels Laboratory undertook to develop a shock tube facility 

suitable for conducting autoignition research at test conditions beyond the capability 

of the rapid compression machine. It was specified that the facility should be capable 

of accessing test temperatures in the range 1000 to 1500K for a test duration of at least 

Ims. Given the repetitive nature of the experimentation, it was required that the facility 

be capable of performing mUltiple tests in rapid succession under automated computer 

control. Due to the scale of the undertaking, its development was split into two phases. 

The scope of the present project covered the initial phase of the development, which 
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included the design, manufacture, installation, instrumentation and commissioning of 

the basic shock tube. The second phase of the development would involve the addition 

of automation, thermal control and fuel preparation, supply and purging systems to 

the facility. Although the development of these systems was beyond the scope of this 

project, provision for their incorporation was to be considered in the design. It was 

specified that the basic shock tube was to be commissioned by demonstrating its ability 

to establish appropriate test conditions with a high degree of repeatability. 

Test facility design 

A novel, diaphragmless type of shock tube was developed. A specially designed, pneu

matically operated rapid opening sleeve valve replaced the function of the diaphragm. 

The valve was a significantly modified version of the two-stage, piston actuated concept 

upon which several existing diaphragmless installations are based. The primary reason 

for adopting a diaphragmless configuration was to facilitate the automation of the 

apparatus. For convenience, the shock tube was designed to operate using compressed 

air as the driver gas. A high pressure reservoir, consisting of a bank of gas bottles 

connected in parallel with a SCUBA compressor, was designed and installed to provide 

the supply of compressed air. To enable the test conditions established in the shock tube 

to be determined, it was instrumented with a sequence of high frequency, charge output 

piezoelectric pressure transducers which were set up to record the propagation of the 

shock wave. Note that in accordance with The University of Cape Town's strict health 

and safety policy, an aspects of the facility were designed with safety considerations as 

a requisite priority. 

Commissioning 

A commissioning programme was undertaken to make the basic shock tube fully oper

ational, investigate its performance and make refinements to improve its performance. 

The initial tests were conducted at relatively low driver pressures to verify correct, safe 

operation of the apparatus. Once this had been established, the apparatus was tested 

at gradually increasing driver pressures all the way up to the maximum rated driver 

pressure. 

By the end of the commissioning and refinement process, the shock tube functioned 

reliably and consistently over the entire operating range. Starting with both the driver 

and driven gases at ambient temperature and the driven gas at atmospheric pressure, 
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it was capable of accessing a maximum test temperature of 973K with a repeatability 

of ±25K. The test duration at these conditions was 1.3ms. It was shown that, by 

incorporating initial pre-heating and driven gas rarefaction in the second phase of 

the development. a maximum test temperature of over I500K would potentially be 

attainable. 

Concluding remarks 

As required by the scope of this project, a potentially automatable shock tube suitable 

for use as a high temperature autoignition research apparatus was successfully designed, 

installed and commissioned. The apparatus was capable of accessing useful test 

conditions with a high degree of repeatability. 

In this application the specially developed rapid opening sleeve valve represented a 

significant improvement to existing diaphragmless shock tube technology. Its design 

enabled extremely short opening durations, in the region of O.5ms, to be attained 

and also featured a streamlined flow path between the driver and driven sections. 

Control of the valve operation could easily be automated and, compared to conventional 

diaphragmed shock tubes, the test turn around time was reduced by the period required 

to replace a diaphragm. 

The following recommendations are made regarding the implementation of the second 

phase of the development of the facility: 

• Incorporate an air-fuel mixture preparation and supply system with the shock 

tube. The system must ensure accurate air-fuel ratio metering and complete, 

homogeneous vaporisation of the mixture. It must also perform the function 

of purging the combusted test gas after each test. Consider integrating the fuel 

system with a vacuum system to rarefy the driven gas, as this will enable test 

temperatures in excess of I500K to be accessed. 

• Incorporate a system for controlling the initial driver and driven gas temperature. 

The system must be capable of uniformly raising the gas temperature to 41OK, 

and should make use of the water cooling jacket which was purposely designed 

to ensure thermal isolation of the rapid opening sleeve valve. 

• Use computer control to automate the test sequence in order to convenience the 

repetitive nature of fuel characterisation experimentation. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The Sasol Advanced Fuels Laboratory (SAFL), based at the University of Cape Town, 

was established to research the application of synthetic fuels to combustion engine 

technologies, with the intent to identify potential for the future growth of Sasol. An 

integral part of this research involves the characterisation of fuel combustion properties 

such as autoignition behaviour. Autoignition is the process whereby a combustible 

substance spontaneously ignites due to its thermal energy - there is no external source 

of ignition such as a spark or a flame. The time taken for a substance to autoignite at 

a given thermodynamic state is termed the ignition delay. Autoignition is relevant to a 

wide range of fuel applications, including compression ignition, spark ignition and jet 

turbine engines. 

To facilitate autoignition research, the Laboratory was equipped with a rapid compres

sion machine (RCM). The principle of RCM operation is as follows: a piston rapidly 

performs a single compression stroke and is held stationery at the top dead center 

(TDC) position, allowing the ignition delay of the compression heated substance to 

be measured. The Laboratory's RCM was capable of measuring ignition delays ranging 

from 1 to 50ms at test temperatures of up to lOOOK. However, the need to access 

higher test temperatures and shorter ignition delays led to the requirement for a shock 

tube apparatus. 

Conventionally, a shock tube, which is a conceptually simple device, relies on the 

sudden rupture of a diaphragm separating a chamber of high pressure gas from a 

chamber of low pressure gas to generate the shock wave. Although the shock tube's 

most direct application is as a test facility for studying the shock wave phenomenon, it 

has become an indespensible experimental tool in the field of high temperature chemical 

kinetics and autoignition research. When applied to this field, the shock wave is utilised 

to transform the test gas - in this case a mixture of fuel and air - almost instantaneously to 
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Introduction 

a high temperature state which can be well over lOOOK. At such temperatures, ignition 

delays are generally below about 2ms. 

1.2 Project scope 

The Laboratory undertook to develop a complete shock tube facility suitable for 

conducting autoignition research at temperatures beyond the capability of the rapid 

compression machine. Given the repetitive nature of the experimentation, it was 

required that the facility be capable of performing multiple tests in rapid succession 

under automated computer control. Due to the scale of the undertaking, its development 

was split into two phases. The scope of the present project covered the initial phase of 

the development, which included the design, manufacture, installation, instrumentation 

and commissioning of the basic shock tube. The second phase of the development 

would involve the addition of automation, thermal control and fuel mixture preparation, 

supply and purging systems to the facility. Although the development of these systems 

was beyond the scope of this project, provision for their incorporation was to be 

considered in the design. Performing actual fuel characterisation experiments was not a 

requirement of the present project; it was specified that the basic shock tube was to be 

commissioned by demonstrating its ability to establish appropriate test conditions with 

a high degree of repeatability. As there was no existing expertise or experience in shock 

tube technology at the University of Cape Town, a preliminary objective was to develop 

a sound knowledge base from which to approach the design by researching the topic 

and studying the underlying shock wave theory. 

1.3 Plan of development 

The report begins with a review of the literature on shock tube techniques, followed 

by a theoretical overview of the method. Then, to clarify the design problem, the 

specifications to be met by the proposed shock tube are identified, and the factors 

which affect its ability to comply with them are investigated. The installed facility 

is then introduced, and details of its features, operation and safety considerations are 

given. The results of the commissioning and testing programme are then presented 

and discussed against the context of required performance and theoretical behaviour. 

Finally, conclusions are drawn based on the test results, and recommendations for 

further development of the facility are made. 

Note that throughout the report, stated pressures are absolute. 

2 
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2 Literature review 

2.1 Development of the shock tube 

The shock tube is a well described, conceptually simple apparatus for creating shock 

waves in a controlled environment. The first published work relating to such a device 

was authored by the Frenchman Paul Vieille in 1899 [1]. His apparatus consisted of a 

cylindrical tube more than 6m long, partitioned into two sections by a thin membrane 

made of collodion. The shock wave was created by increasing the air pressure on one 

side of the membrane until it burst. This fundamental concept remains the basis for 

shock tube operation. 

In subsequent years, the theoretical analysis of the flow processes occurring in a shock 

tube was developed and refined by combining the work of a number of independent 

researchers. According to Glass and Hall [2], at around the time of the second world 

war, G.I. Taylor [3], G.N. Patterson [4] and A.H. Taub [5] independently deduced the 

principle shock tube equation which relates the initial pressure ratio to the pressure 

jump across the shock wave. For a detailed description of both shock tube theory and 

technology, the Handbook of Shock Waves is recommended [6]. 

2.2 Description of a conventional shock tube 

This section is intended to give an overview of the components and working of a basic 

shock tube setup. Although there is no unique design, in general the apparatus consists 

of the following elements: 

• a high pressure tube, known as the driver tube 

• a low pressure tube, known as the driven tube 

• a membrane, which is normally a thin metallic disk, known as the diaphragm. 

3 
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Literature review 
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Literature review 

As illustrated, eventually the reflected shock wave collides with the interface between 

the driver and driven gases, termed the contact surface, which had been traveling 

rightwards from the location of the diaphragm at a velocity less than that of the initial 

shock wave. This collision results in the partial reflection of the shock wave, and thus 

usually signifies the end of an experiment. 

It can also be seen that from the instant of diaphragm rupture, as the shock wave 

propagates into the driven gas, the high pressure driver gas is being processed by a series 

of expansion waves, known as the expansion fan, which propagate from the location of 

the diaphragm, back into the driver gas. The expansion process is isentropic. 

Note that the wave fronts shown in Figure 2.1 distinguish the different thermodynamic 

regions established within the shock tube: region (1) contains driven gas at the initial 

conditions, region (2) contains shocked driven gas, region (3) contains isentropically 

expanded driver gas, region (4) contains high pressure driver gas at the initial conditions 

and region (5) contains driven gas which has been re-shocked by the reflected shock 

wave. Knowing only the initial conditions in the shock tube, shock wave theory can 

be used to predict the conditions in each of these regions. This ability of a shock tube 

to establish a number of distinct, theoretically describable regions of high energy flow 

makes it a suitable instrument for a diverse range of applications. 

Comment: 

Although the use of a bursting diaphragm is a simple way to achieve the near instan

taneous removal of the separation between the driver and driven sections necessary 

to generate a shock wave, the method has several practical disadvantages: a new 

diaphragm must be used for each test, making the method costly, time consuming and 

inconvenient to automate. It also results in poor repeatability due to the inconsistent 

rupture of each diaphragm, even when techniques such as cross scratching are employed 

(see Figure 2.2). Fragments of the burst diaphragm have been known to impact and 

damage the expensive pressure transducers mounted along the driven tube [8], and 

can potentially contaminate the test gas. Additionally, when fragmentation occurs it is 

necessary to at least partially dismantle the shock tube after the test in order to remove 

the debris. In attempts to overcome these issues, various 'diaphragmless' shock tube 

configurations have been developed - see Section 2.5. 

5 
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Figure 2.2: Bursting of a cross scratchcd diaphragm (9) 

2.3 Applications of the shock tube 
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progress. The categories of chemical kinetics where shock tubes have found use are 

numerous and include reaction rate chemistry, combustion, dissociation and pyrolysis. 

A review ofthese experimental methods is given in [13]. 

2.4 The shock tube for autoignition research 

In the combustion branch of chemical kinetics research, auto ignition is an important 

topic. Autoignition is the process whereby a combustible substance spontaneously 

ignites due to its thermal energy - there is no external source of ignition such as a spark 

or a flame. It is a topic that is particularly relevant to combustion engine technology. For 

example, compression ignition (diesel) engines rely on autoignition to ignite the fuel, 

unlike spark ignition (gasoline) engines, where autoignition can cause the undesirable 

phenomenon of 'engine knock'. Additionally, autoignition is the principle which 

underpins flame propagation and is therefore highly relevant to jet turbine engines. The 

time taken for a substance to autoignite at a given thermodynamic state is termed the 

ignition delay. In general, the ignition delay decreases with increasing temperature. For 

a more detailed description of autoignition, see [14]. 

The aim of this project was to design and build a shock tube for investigating the 

high temperature autoignition of combustion engine fuels. More specifically the 

apparatus was intended for characterising fuels by measuring their ignition delay at high 

temperatures, above 1 OOOK. For a review of the operation of a shock tube in this mode, 

see [15]. The basic principle of operation is as follows: as was shown in Section 2.2, 

the incident shock wave causes a sudden jump in the temperature of the driven gas. The 

reflected shock wave then causes a further, even greater temperature jump, effectively 

leaving in its wake a uniform region of stationary, high temperature driven gas referred 

to as region (5). If a gaseous mixture of fuel and air is used as the driven gas, the initial 

conditions in the shock tube can be chosen such that the high temperature regime within 

region (5) triggers the autoignition of the fuel air mixture, whilst the relatively moderate 

temperature behind the incident shock is below the autoignition threshold. 

The ignition delay can be measured by using a fast response pressure transducer to 

record the pressure history of region (5), as shown in Figure 2.3. Note that this pressure 

transducer is usually mounted in the endwall of the driven tube, where the shock reflects, 

as the parcel of gas at that location is the first to be elevated to region (5) conditions and 

hence will autoignite first. The test conditions can be determined using one dimensional 

shock wave theory, as shown in Section 3.6. 
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Figure 2.3: M~asuring ignition delay from the pre"ure hi\!()ry at the endwall 

The major ad"~n(age of using a shock tulle for autuignilion re,ear"h i, lhal it offers a 

'imple way of "IJII{]sl imtanll y preparing a leSI gas 10 a vcry high tcmpcmlUre, q uiescent 

\l~(C, The rapidity of (he temperature ri<e, ""hid, can he well over 1 ()(x)K in magnihMic. 

j. required sc, thaI ils Jura l;(}n Joes nol contribu1e significantly (0 the ignit ion delay 

I"'ri(}d. The main drawback is thaI the te,t oonditioll' can only he maintai ned for a 

"cry short duration - from the inslant the 'hock renee\> [(} the instam it collide, with 

the wnla~l surfac'\:, , hown as AI in I' igure 2 . 1. ([remly the ga, immediately next to 

the ~ndwall i, of intere't the test duration is slightly l"ng~r - it lallS untd refte~ticllIs 

"IT the contact surfa,,,, collide with the endw"I!.) Although the te.t duration increase, 

with dri ven tube length, '" do lh~ ti-i~ti"nal now 10",." , Theref"rc, extremely long 

tube, are inefficient and CaUSe a severe red ucticllI in ' hock :;trength. Typically. ~x i 'ling 

auto ignition t;1cil itie, ha,'e a dri,'en tube ~ngth in the rang., of ,'i to 10m. ~nd ~rC cap~blc 

ot measuring igniti"n delays no longer than ~ few millisecond' (see, lor example, L 1(1J). 

Another practical conside ration i, t lu~, d ue to the sudden impact of the shock wave 

agaim t the endw~ ll , mechanical vibrar ion nCli'e is 'uperimp<>,ed on lh~ recordd 

pressure trace . T e<-hnique, ,uch a, coupling the driven tuoc to a large, vibratiCln damping 

inertialm8ss h ~vc been employoo 1CI minimise Ir." -eve riry of the noise (see, for exam ple, 

[l7J). 
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2.5 Diaphragm]css shock tubes 

As an iliternative 10 the conventional bursting diaphragm method. various 'diaphragm

lc,,' shod tub" conhgur~tions have lxen developc"d whereby the diaphragm i< replaced 

wilh a 'l\li~k action valv~. Sll~h a conligllfJtion is iluvantilgeolls wh,-n highly repeatable 

lest C"on<hlions an<Vor ~ul"mmi"n are requin:d. as in the pr~s,- nt ras~. As dis,'usscd in 

[I R J. lh~ 101lg~r lh~ di aphragm opening du ration the longer the di stance reqlli red fo r thc 

sh()ck to allain ils peak v~ l ocily. h~n<:e the prim,l[Y difficulty with the (haphcilgmlcss 

approach is achieving a sllmci~lItly rapid valve "p""ing time t() gen~rate ~ well fornoed 

shock wave in a reasonable tube length 

For a review of some alternative diaphragmlcss shock tllhe de<igns. see [19J, however. 

most are similar in nature to the two-stage. piston actuated concept dnclopcd by Ogllchi 

III (1/ r201. A derivative of this concept is shown sctlematically in Figure 2.4. Note 

lhal the drivcr ~nd driven tubes are arranged in an anulilar configuration instead of the 

cOllwmional series arrangemcnt. The valve function is achieved by the motion of two 

pneumalically operal~d slidiug pistons: the main piston, which rcplaccs thc diaphragm 

allhe inlcliucc betweclI the tubes. aud the auxiliary piston. which operates the outlet 

porh of lh~ uctualing chamber. 

ou~et pc<ts 

supplyo/ .o-"'C-> 
compressed gas 

release 01 .. 
c,,"'pressed gas 

!low between "'" driver 
and dri'''''' tubes 

r ~as 

dr,,,.· tube 

Figure 2.4: Th~ (Wo·stage. piston actuated diaphragm1css shock tllhc cOllcept 
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With reference to Figure 2.4, the device functions as follows: a backpressure is 

applied to the auxiliary piston, causing it to slide forward and block the outlet of 

the actuating chamber. Compressed gas flows through a small orifice in the auxiliary 

piston, pressurising the actuating chamber and causing the main piston to move forward 

and block the flow path between the driver and driven tubes. Once the tubes have 

been charged to the desired conditions, the shock tube is triggered by releasing the 

backpressure behind the auxiliary piston. The compressed gas in the actuating chamber 

causes the auxiliary piston to slide backwards and quickly uncover the large outlet ports, 

out of which the gas rapidly escapes. When the pressure in the actuating chamber drops 

below a threshold level, the high pressure driver gas propels the main piston backward, 

opening the flow path between the driver and driven tubes. If the main piston opens 

sufficiently quickly, a shock wave is generated. Note that the sole purpose of the 

auxiliary piston is to ensure the rapid evacuation of the actuating chamber so as to 

maximise the opening acceleration of the main piston. 

Comment: 

The positioning of the valve at the end of the shock tube enhances its accessibility and 

servicibility and facilitates its thermal isolation from the potentially heated shock tube. 

However, the concept does not attempt to streamline the flow path, and thereby minimise 

the flow losses, where the driver gas is redirected around the 1800 bend. Furthermore, 

the fact that the main piston begins the opening process from a stationary start is not 

optimal, as a reduction in opening time would be possible if the piston was already 

moving at speed as the opening process was begun. 

10 
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3 Theoretical approach to shock tube 

flow 

3.1 Introduction 

The underlying theory upon which shock tube operation is based is described here. 

To lay a foundation upon which to build the theory, a fundamental understanding of 

the shock wave is first discussed. Then, a theoretical description of the gas flow in a 

shock tube is developed, and the principles for determining the test conditions in an 

autoignition shock tube are covered more specifically. In general, the approach to the 

theory follows that of the Handbook of Shock Waves [6], 

3.2 A fundamental understanding of a shock wave 

In a gaseous substance, a shock wave is a jump discontinuity in the state of the gas. 

In other words, it is a very thin region, of the order of a few mean free paths of the 

molecules involved, across which there is a sudden change in the state of an otherwise 

continuous gas. A change in state implies a change in energy, and indeed a shock wave 

is essentially the means by which a sudden energy release is distributed. The jump 

discontinuity associated with a shock wave is a result of the fact that a shock wave 

always travels faster than the speed of sound in the gas into which it is moving. This 

means that the unshocked gas has no way of anticipating the approach of the shock 

wave, and is therefore unable to react gradually to any changes caused by the shock 

to the gas in its wake. Thus the change in the gas' state, from unshocked to shocked, 

occurs in a sudden jump across the shock wave. 

It is also insightful to note that the flow behind the shock wave is subsonic relative to 

the shock wave. If this was not the case, energy would be unable to propagate up to the 

shock wave to sustain it. 
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3.3 Flow across a planar, onc~dimensional shock wave 

To fucilitOlte the analysis of the Oow within a shock tutle, a mathematic'al dc,,:rip tion 

of t.he ~ow aero,s a shock wav~ i, (kvd0l'~d hcr~. Con,ider th~ 'imple't ca", of" 

planur ,hock w"ve, l10mlat to " uni-direClion"L invi;cid ga, JIm,;, as ,hown in Figure 

-'., ld~a ll y. this i, the type of ,hock wa,'~ g~nera[ed \'.;ilhin a shock tuhe. Accorcimg to 

the cho,e" c'ollnlin"tc ,y,tem, [he shock wavc is traveling m an ab,olut~ velocity v., in 

the po,itive:r dirertion. Analy,ing the t10w relative to on observer moving ;,long with 

the ,hllck wave, and noting thm the gas flow i, also in thc J: direction. the case can be 

treated as simpk one-dimen,ional steady ,tate flow. where propcnies of the gas vary 

only in th~ J: direction, The pas,age of the s[I(Kk wave (:au,es a jump in the abso lute 

velocity, density. pre,sure und tcmpcruture of the g~s from I', . P,.]), and T, to 1'-2 . P2. Pi 

and T, respectively. 

"hock wave 

L_ 

~-- I 
T, 

f'igure 3.1: Planar ,hock wave normal to the dire~1ion of ~ow (modified from [21]) 
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The relations governing the flow across the moving shock wave are derived by applying 

the steady state, one-dimensional versions of the fundamental laws of conservation of 

mass, momentum and energy: 

Conservation of mass 

(3.1) 

Conservation of momentum 

(3.2) 

Conservation of energy 

(3.3) 

where h is the specific enthalpy of the flowing gas, and heat transfer has been assumed 

to be negligible. To obtain a solvable system of equations, an equation of state is needed. 

Assuming the gas is ideal and calorific ally perfect, then 

,RT 
p = pRT and h = --

,-I 
(3.4) 

where R is the gas constant and , is the constant ratio of specific heats and both are 

properties of the gas. At this stage it is convenient to define two terms, namely the 

speed of sound in a gas and the Mach number, which will be useful in simplifying the 

subsequent analysis. The speed of sound in a gas, denoted by a, represents the speed at 

which sman pressure disturbances travel in that gas and is given by 

a = V,RT (3.5) 

The Mach number of a shock wave, denoted by M, is defined as the ratio of the speed 

of the shock wave (relative to the unshocked gas into which it is moving) to the speed 

of sound in the unshocked gas. The Mach number gives an indication of the severity 

of the shock wave; the greater the Mach number the 'stronger' the shock wave. M is 

calculated as follows: 

(3.6) 
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Equations 3.1 to 3.6 can be combined to yield the relations which describe the steady 

state, one-dimensional flow across a moving shock in terms of its Mach number [21]: 

P2 (rl + 1)M2 
PI 2 + (ri - 1) M2 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

3.4 Ideal analysis of shock tube flow 

Consider Section 2.2, in which the operation of a conventional shock tube was 

described. Figure 2.1 illustrated the various regions established within the shock tube 

at a time t = tx after the rupture of the diaphragm. According to the diagram, regions 

(1) and (4) were at the initial conditions of the driven and driver tubes respectively. If 

these conditions are known, the flow subsequent to diaphragm rupture can be predicted. 

In other words, the boundaries and states of regions (2), (3), (5) can be detennined 

with respect to time. The theory of ideal shock tube flow is presented below. Note that 

throughout the analysis, the properties of region (1) are denoted by the subscript 1 and 

so on. In developing the theory, the following assumptions were made: 

1. The flow is inviscid and one-dimensional, and there is no heat transfer. 

2. The diaphragm rupture is instantaneous. 

3. All gases are ideal and have constant specific heats. 

3.4.1 Change in conditions across the incident shock wave 

The incident shock wave defines the boundary between regions (1) and (2). It can be 

shown that the Mach number of the incident shock wave, denoted by j\;fs, is a function 

of the initial gas properties and pressure ratio across the diaphragm [22]: 

(3.11) 
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The state of region (2) can easily be determined by substituting A1s for M in equations 

3.7 to 3.10, which describe the flow across a shock wave. Note that initially the driven 

and driver gases are stationary, therefore VI = V4 = O. 

P2 bl + l)M; 
PI 2 + bl - 1) M; 

P2 =l+~(M;-l) 
PI/'1 + 1 

3.4.2 Change in conditions across the contact surface 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

The contact surface defines the boundary between regions (2) and (3), and represents 

the interface between the driven and driver tube gases. For continuity, the velocity of 

the contact surface, vc , is equal to the velocity of the gas in region (2). The density and 

temperature may vary across the contact surface, however the pressures and velocities 

immediately adjacent to it must be equal: 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

3.4.3 Change in conditions across the expansion fan 

The expansion fan defines the boundary between regions (3) and (4). It consists of a 

series of expansion waves which isentropic ally expand the driver gas from the initial 

pressure of the driver gas to the pressure of the shocked gas. The leading expansion 

wave in the fan is called the expansion head, and it travels back into the driver tube at a 

velocity Vh, equal to the speed of sound in region (4): 

(3.19) 
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As the expansion process is isentropic, the temperature of region (3) can be determined 

as follows: 

T3 = (P3)¥ 
T4 P4 

(3.20) 

Knowing the temperature and pressure of region (3), the density can be calculated from 

the ideal gas law (see equation 3.4). 

3.4.4 Change in conditions across the reflected shock wave 

As described in Section 2.2, when the incident shock wave reaches the endwall of the 

driven tube, it is reflected and propagates back up the tube, effectively re-shocking the 

gas through which it passes. In Figure 2.1, region (5) consists ofthe re-shocked driven 

tube gas. The reflected shock wave defines the boundary between regions (5) and (2). It 

can be shown that its Mach number, denoted by M r , is a function of the Mach number 

of the incident shock wave [23]: 

M - "11 s - 2 

[ 
M2 n.=.!] ~ 

r - 1 + :Yl;l M; (3.21) 

The conditions in region (5) can be determined by applying equations 3.7 to 3.10 across 

the reflected shock wave: 

P5 bl + l)M; 
P2 2 + bl - 1) M; (3.22) 

(3.23) 

P5 = 1 + ~(M: - 1) 
P2 "11 + 1 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 
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3.4.5 Subsequent processes in the shock tube 

When the reflected shock wave collides with the contact surface it is partially reflected. 

The interaction is complex and the thermodynamic profile within the shock tube is no 

longer straight forward to analyse, hence this is normally regarded as the instant beyond 

which the shock tube ceases to maintain useful flow. After this event, the conditions 

within the shock tube gradually equalise to stagnation values. 

However, it should be noted that the initial conditions within the shock tube may be 

'tailored' such that the reflected shock wave is completely transmitted through the 

contact surface such that it leaves the contact surface stationary at the point of collision. 

This enables the conditions in region (5) to be maintained until the arrival of the 

reflected expansion fan. A method for determining the tailored condition is described 

in [24]. Assuming that the same gas is used in the driver and driven sections, tailored 

operation is obtained when the initial conditions are tuned such that the speed of sound 

either side of the contact surface is equal: 

(3.26) 

Note that within a given range of initial conditions tailoring is not necessarily attainable. 

3.5 Non .. idealities in real shock tube flow 

In reality, aU of the assumptions listed in the ideal analysis of shock tube flow above are 

violated to some degree. As real gases are not inviscid, a boundary layer develops 

behind the shock wave. This viscous boundary layer results in attenuation of the 

shock wave, which is seen as a reduction in the shock Mach number with axial 

distance along the driven tube [25]. The attenuation due to the boundary layer becomes 

more significant with an increase in shock Mach number, an increase in wall surface 

roughness and a decrease in driven tube diameter [26]. 

It has also been shown that an increase in diaphragm rupture time causes an increase in 

shock formation length. This means that the shock attains its peak velocity at a location 

further downstream from the diaphragm [27]. 

Furthermore, real gases have temperature dependent specific heats and can undergo 

chemical reactions such as dissociation and ionization in the region of elevated 

temperature behind a shock [28]. All of the above non-idealities result in a reduced 

shock Mach number compared to the ideal theory prediction. Alpher and White [29] 
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3.6 Determining the test conditions in an autoignition 

shock tube 

1llc test conditions. namely the temperature nnct pr~ssure of r~gion (5), at which ~ 

particlilar ignition delay experimcnt is to he condu(.'j~d, ar~ a function of the Much 

number of thc incident shocl wave. If tk inilial <,ondilio"s within lOC shock lube 
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are known, equation 3.11 can be used to estimate the Mach number, however, due to 

the non-idealities discussed in Section 3.5, the actual Mach number may be somewhat 

different. 

To ensure accurate determination of the test conditions, the Mach number must be 

measured. In practice, this can be done by recording the passage of the shock using 

a series of two or more pressure transducers near the end of the driven tube. Knowing 

the distance between the transducers and the time interval between the arrival of the 

shock at each sensors, the velocity and hence Mach number of the shock wave can be 

calculated. 

A comprehensive review describing the effects of non-idealities on the test conditions is 

given in [26]. However, it can be shown that by manipulating the equations presented in 

Section 3.4, one can obtain, with reasonable accuracy, the conditions in region (5) as a 

function of the measured Mach number and the initial conditions of the driven gas [31]: 

[
211M; - ("(1 - 1)] [-2("(1 - 1) + M;(3'"'fl - 1)] 

11 + 1 2 + M:t("(l - 1) 

[2("(1 - I)M; + 3 -11J [(311 - I)M; - 2("(1 - 1)] 
("(1 + 1)2M; 
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4 Preliminary investigation of the 

design problem 

4.1 Introduction 

Despite the conceptual simplicity of a shock tube, its design presented many technical 

challenges and required several conflicting requirements to be balanced. To clarify the 

design problem, the desired specifications to be met by the shock tube were identified, 

and the factors which affect the device's ability to comply with them were examined. 

4.2 Design specifications 

The manufacture of the shock tube was undertaken to meet the need for an experimental 

apparatus capable of characterising the autoignition behavior of fuels at conditions 

beyond the range of the ReM, which could access a maximum test temperature of 

1000K and measure ignition delays down to 1ms. As such, the main criteria to be 

met by the design were as follows: 

1. The apparatus should be capable of accessing test temperatures, i.e T5, in the 

range 1000 to 1500K. 

2. The apparatus should be capable of measuring ignition delays of below and up to 

1ms at such temperatures. 

3. The apparatus should be compatible with the use of a fuel-air mixture as the test 

gas. It was anticipated that the apparatus would primarily be used to test gasoline 

and jet fuel. 

4. The design should facilitate the planned future automation of the apparatus to do 

multiple tests under computer control. 
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5. The design should make provision for the incorporation of thermal control and 

fuel mixture supply and purging systems. 

6. The apparatus is to be made cost effectively at VCT's engineering workshop. It 

should therefore be manufactured using readily available materials and standard 

fitting and turning equipment. 

7. The apparatus should produce valid results with good repeatability. 

4.3 Problem clarification 

The primary step in the design of the shock tube was to determine the initial conditions 

and functional dimensions necessary to achieve the desired performance specifications 

listed above. In this way, the specifications were translated into physical constraints 

which defined the essential features of, and provided a useful starting point for, the 

detailed design of the apparatus. The secondary step was to consider the challenges 

associated with the need for an automatable test sequence and good test repeatability. A 

summary of the findings of the problem clarification process is given in Table 4.1 at the 

end of this chapter. 

4.3.1 Factors affecting test temperature 

4.3.1.1 Initial pressure ratio 

An increase in the initial driver/driven pressure ratio causes an increase in the Mach 

number of the shock wave and hence a greater temperature jump in the driven gas - see 

equations 3.11 and 3.28. For convenience, the driven (or test) gas, which consists of the 

fuel-air mixture, was constrained to be at approximately atmospheric pressure: 

PI ::;::; Ibar (4.1) 

As will be shown, a suitable driver pressure, P4, can only be determined once the driver 

gas type has been selected. 
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4.3.1.2 Initial gas temperatures 

Equation 3.28 indicates that an increase in the initial temperature of the driven gas 

results in an increase in the final test temperature. Additionally, it was desirable to 

raise the initial temperature of the test gas to promote vaporisation of the fuel. Jet fuel 

has a higher boiling range than gasoline and must be heated to about 400K to ensure 

it fully evaporates. Practically, design complexity increases with temperature, hence it 

was decided to limit the temperature of the driven gas to 410K - just sufficiently high 

to vaporise jet fuel: 

(4.2) 

As will be shown, an increase in the initial driver/driven temperature ratio causes an 

increase in the Mach number of the shock wave, however, the temperature of the driver 

gas was also constrained to be below the chosen practical limit of 41OK: 

(4.3) 

4.3.1.3 Driver gas type 

According to equation 3.11, an increase in the driver/driven sound speed ratio, which is 

given by 

(4.4) 

where m is the molecular weight, results in an increase in the Mach number of the 

shock wave and hence a greater jump in the temperature of the test gas [22]. Thus to 

produce strong shock waves it is desirable to use a high temperature, low molecular 

weight driver gas, one example of which is Helium. However, this requires pressurised 

cylinders of Helium to be bought. A more convenient alternative is to use atmospheric 

air, supplied directly from a compressor, as the driver gas. Although air has a higher 

molecular weight than Helium, this can be compensated for by compressing it to a 

higher pressure. The graph over the page compares Helium and air (assuming constant 

I values of 1.67 and 1.40 respectively) in terms of the initial driver pressure required 

to obtain a suitable range of test temperatures. All the other initial conditions are at the 

limiting values determined above of Pl = Ibar, Tl = 410K and T4 = 41OK. 
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P4 '" 2(X1 oo,r (4.5) 

4.3.2 Factors affecting lest duration 

4.3.2.1 nr;"en tube length 

With refcrcocc to Figure 2.1 whieh shows the propagation of the various waves within 

a 'hock tube, the length of the driven tube, L,j, r"'llLired to gi"~ a minimum te,l duration 

of :".1. can be estimated as follows : 

(4,6) 
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where vs • Vr and Vc denote the speed of the incident shock, the reflected shock and the 

contact surface respectively (calculated as per Chapter 3). For a shock tube operating 

on air at the previously determined initial conditions of PI = 1bar, P4 = 200bar and 

Tl = T4 = 41OK, the wave speeds are as follows: 

Vs = 1059m/ s 

Vr = 457m/s 

Vc = 753m/s 

Substituting these values into equation 4.6, the driven tube must be more than 4.19m 

long in order to ensure a test duration of at least 1ms: 

Ld > 4.19m (4.7) 

4.3.2.2 Driver tube length 

The driver tube must be sufficiently long so that the reflected expansion fan does not 

overtake the contact surface until the test is complete. This is easily ensured by choosing 

the length of the driver tube, denoted by L D , such that the expansion head only reflects 

after the test is complete. The expansion head travels back into the driver tube at the 

speed of sound in the driver gas, a4, hence the minimum driver tube length is given by 

Noting that tl 

re-written as 

(4.8) 

f.4 and substituting in b.t from equation 4.6, the expression can be 
VB 

LD = Lda
4 (Vs + Vr ) (4.9) 

Vs Vc + Vr 

For the initial conditions above, a4 = 406m/ s, hence the driver must be greater than 

0.48 times the length of the driven tube: 

(4.10) 
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4.3.3 Factors affecting fuel compatibility 

4.3.3.1 Combustion pressure rise 

During an experiment in an autoignition shock tube, the reflected shock wave triggers 

the ignition of the combustible test gas contained within the driven tube. The driven tube 

must be designed to withstand the resulting combustion pressure rise over and above the 

pressure rise caused by the shock wave, as well as the increased stagnation pressure. If 

it is assumed the test gas is a stoichiometric mixture of a typical combustion engine 

fuel, for example gasoline, and air, representative values of the heating value, Q HV, air 

to fuel mass ratio, malmf, and specific heat at constant volume of the mixture, Cv , are 

as follows [32]: 

QIIV = 44M J Ikg 

malmf = 14.6kglkg 

Cv = 1.1kJlkg.K 

For the most severe case in terms of combustion pressure rise, of adiabatic constant 

volume combustion without dissociation, the temperature rise due to combustion, l:!..Te, 

can be estimated as follows: 

(4.11) 

Substituting in the above values, l:!..Te = 2564K. For a constant volume heat addition 

process, the temperature and pressure before and after heat addition, denoted by 

subscripts i and f respectively, are related as follows: 

Pi J!.L 
RiTi RfTf 

_ PiRf [ Tf - Ti] 
=} Pf - ~ 1 + Ti (4.12) 

For an experiment at the previously determined initial conditions, shock tube theory 

indicates that the temperature and pressure behind the reflected shock are Ts = 1547 K 

and P5 = 34.6bar respectively. Substituting in these values of T5 , P5 and l:!..Te for Ti , 

Pi and (Tf - Td respectively, and neglecting the change in gas composition due to 

combustion, the post-combustion pressure in the driven tube (given by PI in equation 

4.12) is about 92bar. As this is less than the initial driver pressure of 200bar, the final 
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pressure in the shock tube will equalise to a value between 92 and 200bar. Thus it was 

decided that the design pressure of both the driver and driven tubes would be 200bar, 

with an appropriate safety factor. 

4.3.3.2 Material selection 

All components of the shock tube that come into contact with the fuel-air test gas had 

to be selected so that they would not chemically react with, or be degraded by, the fuel. 

It was decided to construct the driven tube from carbon steel, as although stainless steel 

is less reactive and would be preferred, the cost of using it was prohibitive. Where seals 

were required, it was decided that Viton® o-rings would be used, as they are compatible 

with hydrocarbon fuels, can withstand ambient temperatures of over 450K, and provide 

a cheap, reliable and simple means of sealing. 

4.3.4 Factors affecting shock tube performance 

4.3.4.1 Shock tube diameter 

It was desired to keep the overall size of the shock tube as compact as possible in order to 

minimise manufacturing costs and complexity, thus the nominal internal diameter of the 

driven tube was set at 50mm, which is the minimum diameter below which boundary 

layer build up behind the shock wave causes significant deviation from ideal theory 

[26]. As discussed in Section 3.5, improved performance is obtained if the driver tube 

is designed to have a larger cross sectional area than the driven tube. 

4.3.4.2 Operational concept 

As the specifications stipulated that the shock tube was to be automatable and produce 

highly repeatable results, it was decided that a diaphragmless type of shock tube was 

most suitable. It was felt that significant improvements could be made to the existing 

diaphragmless concepts described in Section 2.5. As discussed there, the main challenge 

in designing a diaphragmless shock tube is to minimise the opening time of the valve 

which replaces the diaphragm, such that a shock is formed within a reasonable tube 

length. A rule of thumb suggests that for every millisecond of opening time, the shock 

requires a length of about 100 tube diameters to form adequately [33]. For a driven tube 

of diameter 50mm and length around 5m, it was clear that the aim should be to design 

a rapid opening valve that would open funy in well under 1ms, thereby ensuring that 
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the incident shock would be adequately formed well before it reflected off the endwall 

of the driven tube. 

4.3.5 Summary of problem clarification 

By investigating the principles of shock tube operation, the design specifications, 

which define the desired performance of the shock tube, were translated into physical 

constraints which define the essential features of the required product. The most 

important of these constraints are the initial conditions at which the shock tube must 

operate, the functional dimensions of the shock tube and the operational concept. Table 

4.1 lists these constraints. 

Table 4.1: Shock tube functional requirements 

Initial conditions 

Driven tube pressure, Pl nominally atmospheric 

Driver tube pressure, P4 up to 200bar 

Driven gas temperature, Tl up to 410K 

Driver gas temperature, T4 up to 410K 

Driven gas type fuel-air mixture 

Driver gas type compressed air 

Functional dimensions 

Driven tube length, Ld greater than 4.19m 

Driver tube length, LD greater than O.48Ld 
Driven tube internal diameter nominally 50mm 

Driver tube cross section to give larger cIs area than driven tube 

Operation 

Principle of operation diaphragmless valve 

Diaphragmless valve opening time under Ims 
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5 The solution: a diaphragmless, high 

pressure air driven shock tube 

facility 

5.1 Introduction 

As required for this project, a basic shock tube apparatus was designed, built and 

installed. It will be shown that the working concept for the shock tube possessed some 

novelty. A number of subsystems were developed and integrated with the shock tube to 

produce a basic, functioning facility suitable for the intended application of autoignition 

research. These subsystems included a high pressure air supply, a pneumatic control 

circuit, a mounting system and a diagnostic and data capture system. Throughout the 

design, planned future developments of the facility were borne in mind, and provision 

was made for the incorporation of automation, thermal control and fueling systems. 

This chapter summarises the components, features and operation of the installed shock 

tube facility. Details of the subsystems are given in Appendix A. A complete set of 

manufacturing drawings for the apparatus is contained in Appendix G. 

5.2 General description of the facility 

A novel, diaphragmless type of shock tube was developed. A rapid opening valve re

placed the function of the diaphragm. The primary reason for adopting a diaphragmless 

configuration was to facilitate the automation of the apparatus. The driver tube was a 

2.9m long carbon steel tube, of the type commonly used to make high pressure hydraulic 

cylinders. It had an internal diameter of llOmm and an external diameter of 140mm. 

The driven tube was 6.1m long, was also made from hydraulic cylinder tube and had 

an internal diameter of 50mm and an external diameter of 65mm. The shock tube was 

designed to operate at initial driver conditions of up to 200bar and 41OK, and initial 
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A high frequency piezoelectric pressure transducer (Kistler mode1603B1) was mounted 

1m from the endwaU of the driven tube, and another was mounted in the endwall itself. 

The pressure signals from these sensors were sampled simultaneously at 200kHz, giving 

a time resolution of 511-8. The data was captured on a computer, and was used to 

determine the speed of the shock wave and the ignition delay for a given experiment. 

Table 5.1 gives the rated operating conditions of the shock tube and compressed air 

reservoir. Also given are the test conditions which were theoretically accessible by 

the apparatus. Note that the overall fuel-air equivalence ratio, denoted by cp, of the 

driven gas was limited to values lean of stoichiometric. This prevented the possibility 

of excess fuel combusting with the oxygen in the driver gas and thereby causing 

overpressurisation of the shock tube. However, it was possible to test fuel-rich mixtures 

by diluting the test gas with an inert bath gas such as Argon. 

Table 5.1: Operational range of the shock tube facility 

Shock tube operating conditions 

Driven tube pressure range [bar J 0.5 ~ PI ~ 1.5 

Driver tube pressure range [bar] 7 ~ P4 ~ 200 

Driven tube temperature range [K] 290 ~ Tl ~ 410 

Driver tube temperature range [KJ 290 ~ T4 ~ 410 

Driven gas type o ~ cp ~ 1 fuel-air mixture 

Driver gas type compressed air 

Compressed air reservoir 

Maximum reservoir pressure [bar] 208 

Maximum reservoir temperature [K] 300 

Reservoir capacity [l] 50, 100 or 150 

Reservoir gas type compressed air 

Ideal test conditions (assuming 'Y = 1.40) 

Maximum test temperature [K] T5 = 1547 

Maximum test pressure [bar] P5 = 34.6 

Test duration at these conditions [ms] Ilt = 1.4 

Throughout the development of the shock tube facility, safety was the major priority. 

Safety issues are discussed in Section 5.5. Furthermore, an evaluation of the operational 

safety risks associated with the facility, and details of the steps taken to address them, 

are given in Appendix D. 
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5.3 Provisions for future development of the facility 

As permitted by the scope of this project, the basic shock tube was manually operated 

with the driver and driven gases initially at ambient temperature. For the purpose 

of evaluating the performance of the shock tube, it was sufficient to use atmospheric 

air as the driven gas, because the test conditions achieved in air are similar to those 

achieved in a lean fuel-air mixture. Furthermore, it was possible to conduct a proof of 

concept ignition delay experiment by injecting a precise amount of liquid fuel into the 

driven tube and allowing sufficient time for it to completely evaporate and diffuse. The 

following provisions were made for incorporating those aspects of the design which 

were beyond the scope of this project: 

• An axial flow inlet valve for the fuel-air mixture was provided - see Figure 5.3. 

Additionally, Viton® o-ring seals were used throughout the shock tube as they are 

compatible with fuel vapour. 

• The driver and driven tubes can be heated by wrapping insulated electrical heating 

coils along their length. To thermally isolate the rapid opening valve, a water 

cooling jacket was incorporated - see Figure 5.3. Heating of the valve was 

undesirable as thermal expansion could upset the small tolerances between the 

sliding valve components. 

• The use of a rapid opening valve instead of a diaphragm facilitates computerised 

control of the shock tube. The pneumatic control circuit shown in Figure 5.1 can 

easily be automated by replacing the manual levers on the two-way ball valves 

with computer activated quarter-tum solenoids. 

Important notes: 

1. The two-way ball valves were rated for use up to 350K, therefore when the heating 

system is installed, these valves need to be replaced if they will be exposed to 

higher temperatures. 

2. It is recommended that before any new development is added to the shock tube 

facility, a complete risk assessment should be conducted and documented. 
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With reference to Figure 5.3, the valve mechanism functioned as follows: compressed 

gas was supplied to the trigger chamber, causing the ring piston to slide forward and 

close the exhaust ports of the actuating chamber. Compressed gas was then supplied to 

the actuating chamber through small leakage holes in the one-way valve, causing the 

sliding sleeve to move forward and block the shock flow ports between the driver and 

driven tubes. The driver tube was then charged with compressed gas, and the driven tube 

filled with test gas at the desired conditions. The apparatus was now ready to perform a 

test. 

The test was initiated by opening the trigger valve to release the pressure in the trigger 

chamber. When the pressure there dropped below a certain threshold, the compressed 

gas in the actuating chamber forced the ring piston to snap backward, and flowed 

through the large exhaust ports into the exhaust chamber, which was vented to the 

atmosphere through several orifices. This caused the pressure in the actuating chamber 

to drop rapidly. The high pressure gas in the driver tube then propelled the sleeve 

backward into the actuating chamber, rapidly opening the shock flow ports. The 

subsequent rush of driver gas through the shock flow ports generated the shock wave. 

5.4.2 Design features 

The valve mechanism had some novel design features which warrant special mention. 

Firstly, the valve was designed to operate using compressed gas from the same supply 

and at the same pressure as the the gas used in the driver tube. This aided convenience 

and eliminated the need to prevent leakage between the valve and driver through the 

clearance space around the outside of the sliding sleeve. 

Secondly, the mechanism was designed such that when the ring piston was in the closed 

position, the pressure of the gas in the actuating chamber acted on a smaller area of the 

piston than the pressure of the gas in the trigger chamber. As these pressures were equal 

just prior to a test, the pressure in the trigger chamber had to drop below a threshold 

level before the ring piston would unseat. This allowed time for the trigger valve to be 

fully opened before the threshold level was reached - in other words the valve action 

was insensitive to the rate at which the trigger valve was opened. Additionally, as the 

ring piston unseated it exposed more of its area to the actuating chamber gas and hence 

was forced open quickly, thereby promoting rapid evacuation of the actuating chamber. 

Note that a similar area differential technique was used to ensure that the sliding sleeve 

only started moving once the ring piston had opened fully. 
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Thirdly, the sliding sleeve was made from high strength aluminium (which is a 

lightweight metal), and had a 'run-up length' whereby, as it started sliding backward, 

it had to travel a distance more than twice the length of the shock flow port openings 

before it actually uncovered them. Thus by the time it did uncover them, the sleeve had 

been accelerated to a high speed and the opening process was rapid. 

Fourthly, the flow path between the driver and driven tubes was sculpted so as to 

streamline the flow, and therefore minimise the losses, as the avalanche of driver gas 

was redirected around the 1800 bend. 

Fifthly, a self-regulating pneumatic damper was designed to decelerate the sliding sleeve 

once it uncovered the shock flow ports. A damper was necessary as the sliding sleeve 

travelled at such a high speed that it would have been be damaged were it stopped by 

metal on metal impact. The pneumatic damper functioned as follows: at the instant 

the sleeve fully uncovered the shock flow ports, it also blocked the exhaust ports, 

trapping the gas still remaining behind the sleeve in the actuating chamber. As the sleeve 

continued to move backward, it compressed this trapped gas and consequently slowed 

down. To prevent the sleeve from rebounding excessively, the trapped compressed gas 

was allowed to escape through a throttle and one-way valve into the throttle chamber. 

The throttle chamber was maintained at the same pressure as the driver gas propelling 

the sleeve via a direct connecting gas line. Thus gas could only flow from the actuating 

chamber into the throttle chamber once the back-pressure in the actuating chamber 

exceeded the pressure propelling the sleeve - at which stage the sleeve was decelerating. 

The major feature of the pneumatic damper design was that it was inherently self

regulating in terms of operating pressure. In other words, it was not necessary to make 

any adjustments to the setup of the damper when different driver tube pressures were 

used. 

Additionally, as the valve contained a number of annular sliding parts, much attention 

was paid to ensuring good concentricity and accurate location of the various sliding 

surfaces. The valve components were spigoted so that they would be naturally aligned 

and located during the assembly process. And finally, o-rings were used to provide 

seals wherever needed throughout the valve and shock tube. O-rings were chosen as 

they provide a simple, reliable, reusable and cheap method of sealing. 
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5.4.3 Valve performance model 

During the design of the rapid opening valve, a model for simulating and optimising its 

performance was developed and programmed into Microsoft Excel®. The main aim of 

the model was to predict the motion of the sliding sleeve during the opening process. 

Inputs to the model were the dimensions and masses of the various valve components, 

volumes of its chambers and the initial conditions such as gas pressure and temperature. 

Gas dynamics and thermodynamics theory were used to model the gas flow processes 

within the valve, and basic kinetic theory was used to model the resulting motion of the 

valve's moving parts. 

Some design phase simulations of valve performance are illustrated as follows. Figures 

5.4 and 5.5 show the anticipated performance at the maximum rated driver pressure of 

P4 = 200bar. Then to demonstrate the versatility of the concept, Figures 5.6 and 5.7 

show the anticipated performance at the minimum rated driver pressure of P4 = 7bar. 

In both cases, all other parameters were equal, with PI = lbar and TI = T4 = 300K. 

The simulation of valve performance at the maximum driver pressure indicated a valve 

opening time, measured from the first open to the fully open position, of O.54ms. Once 

the valve was fully open, the pressure in the actuating chamber built up, causing the 

sleeve to decelerate, and then fluctuated as the sleeve rebounded slightly. After a few of 

these damped oscillations, the sleeve was brought to rest in the fully open position. 

Note that the sleeve never impacted the end stop, nor did it rebound past the fully 

open position. The slope of the line indicating sleeve motion gives the velocity of 

the sleeve. The average sleeve velocity during the opening process was about 46m/s. 

The simulation at the minimum driver pressure also indicated correct valve operation. 

However, in this case the opening time and velocity were slower at 2.7ms and 9m/ s 

respectively. 

As shown in Figure 5.4, the modelled pressure in the actuating chamber built up to about 

twice the initial driver pressure, hence the components of the actuating chamber were 

designed to withstand twice the maximum driver pressure, which equates to 400bar, 

with an adequate safety factor. 

During commissioning of the shock tube, the model was used to check that the valve 

was functioning properly. This was achieved by recording the pressure in the actuating 

chamber during testing of the shock tube, and then fine tuning the model parameters 

until good agreement with the experimental data was obtained. The validated model 

was then used to provide an indication of the actual motion of the sliding sleeve. 
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5.5 Safety considerations 

5.5.1 General safety instructions 

In accordance with The University of Cape Town's strict health and safety policy, 

the shock tube facility was designed with safety considerations as a requisite priority. 

To this end, a risk assessment was conducted to identify and address any potential 

operational hazards. The results of the risk assessment are presented in Appendix D. To 

ensure the safety of the operator and those in the vicinity of the facility, the following 

safety instructions were made mandatory: 

• Wear eye and ear protection when operating any part of the facility. If the shock 

tube is heated, or if handling fuels, also wear gloves. If other people are in the 

vicinity, also provide them with this equipment and make them aware of potential 

hazards. 

• Adhere strictly to the operating procedures described in Appendix C. 

• Never operate the facility outside of the rated conditions listed in Table 5.1. 

• Adhere strictly to the assembly, inspection and maintenance instructions de

scribed in Appendices A and B. 

• Perform and document a thorough risk assessment a) before making any modifi

cations to the facility, and b) before using the facility or any of its components for 

any purpose other than they were specifically was designed for. 

5.5.2 High pressure equipment safety issues 

The shock tube assembly included three main pressure containing vessels: the driven 

tube, the driver tube and the outer cylinder of the rapid opening valve. Each of these 

vessels was constructed from a section of seamless hydraulic cylinder tube and two 

boilerplate steel flanges - one welded at each end of the tube. South African law 

regulates the manufacture of pressure vessels that have a nominal internal diameter 

over 150mm [34], hence the shock tube components, which all had internal diameters 

under 150mm, were not subject to this legislation. However, in the design phase 

careful consideration was given to the fact that during operation the vessels would 

contain very high pressure gas, which is inherently dangerous, and would undergo cyclic 

pressurisation, making them susceptible to fatigue. To ensure the safety of the pressure 

containing vessels, they were designed using the ASME code for pressure vessel design 
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as a guide [35]. Note that safeguard against fatigue is intrinsically built into the code. 

In addition, to double check that safe stress levels would not be exceeded during 

pressurisation, a basic stress analysis of the vessels was carried out using the Abaqus® 

finite element analysis (FEA) software package. Details of the design calculations are 

given in Appendix E. 

During the manufacture and commissioning of the facility, the following important 

safety measures were implemented to minimise the potential danger of the high pressure 

equipment: 

• All critical welding of the flanges onto the tube sections was done by certified 

welders, and was stress relieved and tested for cracks. The welding report is 

contained in Appendix F. 

• The assembled shock tube apparatus, comprising of the driver tube, the driven 

tube and the rapid opening valve, was hydrostatically pressure tested to 250bar. 

The test certificate is contained in Appendix F. 

• The high pressure gas bottles used as the compressed air reservoir were inspected, 

hydrostatically pressure tested to 358bar and re-certified to their design pressure 

of 208bar by an accredited authority prior to their installation. The test certificate 

is contained in Appendix F. 

• An components of the high pressure pneumatic circuitry, such as valves, air sup

ply lines, seals and fittings were purchased new from reputable OEM suppliers, 

and were rated for safe operation at the conditions to which they would be exposed 

during normal shock tube operation. 

• Inspection and maintenance schedules, assembly instructions and operational 

procedures for the subsystems of the facility were compiled. They are contained 

in the relevant appendices. 

Important note: The shock tube apparatus was designed to be a full scale, working 

prototype. Although every effort was made to ensure high levels of safety, if the 

prototype is to be put into regular service the dangers associated with the high pressure 

equipment warrant the extra precaution of having the facility independently evaluated 

by an experienced professional engineer, particularly with regard to the long term 

fatigue life of the pressure containing vessels and the safety of the high pressure 

circuits/systems. 
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6 Commissioning of the shock tube 

6.1 Introduction 

The objectives of the commissioning programme were to make the shock tube facility 

fully operational, investigate its performance and make refinements to improve its 

performance. The commissioning strategy was to conduct initial tests at relatively 

low driver pressures to verify correct, safe operation of the facility, and then to test 

at gradually increasing driver pressures aU the way up to the maximum rated driver 

pressure. Once reliable operation over the complete operating pressure range was 

obtained, the focus shifted to improving the performance of the shock tube. At the 

end of the chapter, the final performance of the shock tube is discussed. 

As the installation of a heating system and a fuel mixture preparation system were 

beyond the scope of this project, all commissioning tests were done using air at room 

temperature and pressure as the driven gas, and compressed air at room temperature as 

the driver gas. The diagnostic equipment for evaluating the shock tube's performance 

consisted of three high frequency piezoelectric pressure transducers. Two of these 

sensors were mounted in the driven tube - one was located in the sidewall of the tube 

exactly 1m from the endwall, the other was mounted in the endwall itself. Both sensors 

were flush mounted. They provided a means of analysing the propagation, rise time 

and magnitude of the pressure jump caused by, and indicative of, the shock wave. The 

third transducer was used to measure the pressure in the actuating chamber of the rapid 

opening valve for the purpose of validating the valve performance model. 

All commissioning tests were conducted according to the following basic procedure: 

1. Set the rapid opening valve to the closed position. 

2. Fill the driver tube with compressed air at the desired pressure. 

3. Normalise the driven tube to atmospheric pressure. 
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4. R~onl (he inilialleS(COlidi(iOI" (Ill, 'li , !'4 and 'I :' ) 

5 Ready the data capture system (() recurJ the signals rmm (he pr~s,u", ('~n",locer>. 

o Ope'~te the sh()ck tuoc by lriggering th~ rapid opening vaive, 

7, Examin~ the (e, ! results to cb~ck thaT tbe 'hock tuhe (}fl"mted c(}[[eLlly 

H. Repeat!() fl"rfmm ~[l{)lher (~Sl, or Jischarge and ,hut dow n the facili(y. 

6.2 Preliminary low pressure commissioning 

For the initial te,ts, the shock (ube w~s ()pera(eJ al a driwr pressure bclow 1000f'. 

No dif(i<'u\(ic, wcr~ enco ull1~r~d during these te, ts. Tbe tacili ty as a whole (}perated 

rel iahly. M(}st notahly, the r~pid ()pening sleeve valve fUOCli(}ned welL \¥hen toc ";lIve 

was c\()s..;d, 110 kakage occurr~d bctwC"n tt.. driv~r and dri ven tubes. and W""" it was 

triggered, it (}pened snfflciently qnickly f(H' ~ shock wave () bc ge!!Cra(~J, as ~viJ,,:nc~d 

by (h~ ,ecorded Jrivcn tubc p"'''''r~ \l'3(;es. A typical te,t re,ult i, sh(}wn in Figure 

6.1. Note tltat the p",s.'nr~ traces we,e nol sm()()(hed (H' filte,ed in any way, The ini(iai 

mOOi(i()l1S at whi",h the (~,t was !X'rfonocd a", given in T~bl~ 6.1, 

, 
'" '" '" 

~; .. ,,'''''''",,"" 
""""' '' .... roc' 

~~,...~~~~ .... ,,,,-~ 

'" '" '" 

Figure 0.1: Uriven (ube pl'C",un; (races rmm a (ypicallow P"', surc t~ S ( 

Figure 6.1 sh(}w, that the incident sh()ck w~vc (ravelled down the driven tubc, p,ming 

(he siOCwall pr~"urc lfanWUCu at t L04,62;'1II-8. It reached and wa.< reflected (}ff 

tl'" endwall at I = lI){i",,'''()m .• Thn' (he eOOwall pre"u", lmn, Jucer ~~perieIlce,l a 
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Table 6.1: Initial conditions for the test result shown in Figure 6.1 

Driven gas pressure, Pl ± 0.01 [bar] 1.01 

Driver gas pressure, P4 0.2 [bar] 7.7 

Driven gas temperature, Tl ± 5 [KJ 295 

Driver gas temperature, T4 ± 5 [K] 295 

single pressure jump equal in magnitude to the sum of the incident and reflected shock 

wave pressure jumps. The reflected shock wave then propagated back up the driven 

tube, eventually passing the sidewall pressure transducer at t = 109.760ms. The small 

pressure jump trailing the reflected shock wave was a partial reflection of the reflected 

shock wave off the contact surface. The gradual pressure decay behind the incident 

shock was attributed to boundary layer growth. 

The rapid opening sleeve valve operated reliably and consistently throughout the low 

pressure commissioning phase. After the testing had been completed, the valve was 

dismantled and inspected for wear or damage. AU components were found to be in good 

order. There was no evidence of impact between the sliding sleeve and endstop, which 

indicated that the pneumatic damper was performing its primary function. From the 

success of the low pressure tests it was concluded that the shock tube was functioning 

correctly and operating safely. The next step was to commence the high pressure 

commissioning phase. 

6.3 High pressure commissioning 

During the high pressure commissioning phase, the shock tube was tested at gradually 

increasing driver pressures, up to the maximum rating of 200bar. This section first 

details the difficulties that were encountered in trying to obtain reliable operation at 

high pressure and the solutions implemented to address those difficulties. Then, the 

refinements made to optimise the efficiency of the shock tube in comparison to ideal 

shock tube flow are described. 

6.3.1 Operational difficulties encountered during testing 

6.3.1.1 Seal failures 

The rapid opening valve operated reliably at driver pressures below 100bar, and the 

driven tube pressure traces indicated that the shock tube was consistently generating 
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a ,he",k wave HoweH'r, wloen Ill<' rapid ol"'niltg valyc wa, rdoa(kd for the ncxt 

te,t follo"'ing Ih,: li"l 1001" ,,' le' l. II was discown;d lhat <:omprcs,cd ga.~ wa, Ir:lkmg 

il110 tlo,' dmcn lubo:_ Di,a"embly arK! in'peclin" of the VJh-c revealed lhat lhe o"riltg 

"'hich ,cab belwl'Cn the aClualing chamhcr a"d Ihe dliven tubc had bccn 1110",n from 

iI, groove. II wa, Ii)um], blOke" I11to threc piece" lteM thc end of lhe drivcn tuhc. 

Figmc (), 2 illuSlrall'S thc mecha"ism by which this wa, lhought to haye happt'ned. Ju st 

after lh~ valve W;" hr~d and the 'I iding <lceve W;1S moving off tlo~ tHing. til<: prc"urc 

tTl the actuating chamber would <til l be high rdative to the (atmo<pheric) driven tuk 

pres,un: . Thi, pressure difr,:r~>111ial aCro" thc o-ring c"'''ed it to "l""c/c OUI of it, 

groo vo: , between the edges of lhe gmove am!lhe 'len-e, and ,ub,c4ucntly go:l blo",,, 

dow" lhc drivl'll lube hy the avalanche of dr iver ga" 

Fi gnr~ (1.2: Il lm.lral",n of lhe llll)':es, by which th,~ o-ri llg ,cal [; ,,1<:11 

The ploblem was reso lved by repta::ing lk ol iginal o_ring wi rh one that hilt! a smalJer 

;nlernal diamd.,,- bul a greaJ(,r CIl}S> >rel;onal diamd.,,-. ,0 thaI Whl'" in it:; groo\'e the 

()-lin ~ was SI~lt iflealtt l y slrdched altd lIs dasticlly held il in l>lacc_ Table G . .! compares 

I he dimcn,)on ~ of the ongi nal and rep la~clllelll 0-" ngs_ 

Tlble IJ '), Comparisoll between onginal and rl'plaCnIlent 0 rings , - , 

{Jimellsion Originol Hcploccmcllt 

Into:rnal dimIll'l"r """ I:l :l ~ 

Cross section diam~t~r [mm: 4 C 

After thi ~ Inodiheation, the shock lube opcral"d without i""ident as the driver pressure 

WaS increascd 10 iust below 2110bar_ The flrst lwo lests al 21..lOba r w~r~ successful. arKl 

11", driven lube pres,ure traco:s indicated tha i the SIK",k tube conlinued to ef[~cli\'ely 

generate shock wave'_ Howe'cr. wlwn the rapid opo:ning valve was reloaded after 
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the second ~1)(V,,1f' test. two leah were noticed. Compressed gas was l<~Hking into 

th~ exhaust ehamb~r oj the valve. and once agHin l.h~re was lcHkage of ~omprcswd 

air illlo the driven lUbe. Disassembly and inspection of tllc vall'e revealed tiw two o-ring 

scab indicated in Figure 6.3 to be at faul!. 1301h o-rings hacl been tilled into dove-tail 

grooves designed to r~taln them. however at the extremcly high t~st pressure they had 

both p~rtialJy popped out of their groows, 

Figure 6.3: Problema\i~ o-ring seals 

II WHS su'ped~d th~t in both cases thi s had occuITed as follows: when the valv~ was 

lo~ded and pre,surised. compre"ed ~i r was forced in to the groove awu)}d th~ o-ring. 

Then when the valve w~s triggered. causing the pressure within it to drop suddenly. 

(h~ o-ring w~, pU'hed out of its groove by (he expanding gas trapped behind i!. The 

problem was resolved hy gluing both o-ring, into thei r grooves using ~ eyanoacryl~te 

~dhe,ive_ Subsequently the nlpid opening valv~ oper~t~d reliably. 

0.3.1.2 Component ,,'car 

When the r~pid opening vHlve was disassembled aftcr the second 2() ll oor test to 

inve'liga(e (he ~auses of the leaks. ~IJ of its components w~re inspected for ",ear, There 

was no indi~ation of imp~c t between the sliding sle<.'ve and the endstop, however there 

was ",me scratching on the ou(er surface of the skeve. This w~s expected giwnthm 

the , leeve was made from aluminium ~nd slid within a much h~rdcr sted cylinder. The 

s~r~td\C , were very minor and were ea,ily polished ~way using a 'eouring pad and 

pohshing fluid. Figure 6.4 shows a photograph of the scratche, on the ,1eeve. 
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Figure 6.4: PholOgr~ph showing 8crukhes 011 the ~ I i ding sleeve 

t\ II of the 01 her valvc components were in good condi tion and , howcd virtually no signs 

of WCilr. Inspection of lhc driver ulld driven tubes revealed only one iss lIc: (hc ,[!askc( 

tha( seuled he(ween the nal1ges ut lhe endwul l of the driven mbe had been burnt thro llgh. 

A photogruph 01 the gaske ( is shown inl' igurc 6.5. rh is was secn as evidcncc that the 

,hock lube hud eSlabltshcd a region "r ve ry high temperatu re gas behind ( h~ I'ellcclcd 

shock wave. The gaskel w~> rcpluced. 

f'i'[!1l1"C 6.5: Pho(ograph of (he burnl endwall guskc( 
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6.3.2 Shoek tuhe performance investigation 

Consider Figure 6.6 which ,how, lh~ dnven luhe pre>,ure lrdCes from the r.rst two tests 

n{)minally allh~ maxullum raled driver pressure of XlObar. The initia l cOll<litions for 

lhe,e le,l, ar~ given in Table 6.3. The high degree of reproducibility obtained WWi n 

kature {)j' all repealed (c'SI" and indicaled lhal lhe rapid opening valve was open'lling 

con~istently. for a comparison bclwe~n the calculated le,l c()ndilion,. 'ec. Tahle 6.4 

" r -,;;;;;,",,,,~~I r.", 

Eo,,,,, T, >I' 

6i ' ..... I~"' , Eo,,,,, T," , 

;i "' ~ B 

~ "1 J , 
£ " I 

'efleGtod """,k,...., ........... 

,., ~ nc.oo'" ...,.,."..,. 
\ 1._._-_. 

:W-c -~ 

~.I'.""'· ' ..• 

09.0 ." ", 
limo 1m.] 

'" , no 

Figure 6.6: Driven tube pressure traces fDr 1 he first two nominally 2001~1f' tc.,ts 

Table 6.3: Initial conditi()n, lor the t~st ITS-lI1L~ shown in Figure 6.6 

I 'l'~~t number I Test 1 I Tel' 2 I 
Driven gas pressure, PI --l: 0.01 [bar ] 101 t Ol 

Driv~r ga~ pr~s,uIT, p. ± I [b/lf': 2m 20·1 

Driven gas temperature, J\ ,', [£(1 :?!15 29.) 
----

Driver gas temperature, T, -'-- [) [I'l 2lJ,', 2lJ.:J 

The incident and reflected slwck waves are indicated on the pressure traces. The incident 

shock wave had a rise time of under 5~8. The reflected shock wave had a rise time of 

lIll<lcr lOps. )lotc that the recorded signal:; had a time resolution of 51'" hence the 

rise limes may in focI have been significantly shoner. The noise on the pressure traces 

immediately after lhe passage of the shock waves was most likcly due to llK'chanical 

vihraliOIl of tile pressure transducer mOllntings as tiley were impacted by the shock 

wave. and was nol actual gas phenomena. Thi, issue ilas been reported previously. 

and 1Il S-O[Jlc. Ca~es has I!.:en addres"",d by COl.lpling lhe ,ilock tube to a large mass 
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whose inertia helps minimise vibration [17]. Installing such an inertial mass may be 

a worthwhile future modification to the facility. 

Excluding the noise, the endwall pressure traces indicate a steep pressure rise coinciding 

with the reflected shock wave, followed by a period of steady, elevated pressure more 

than 1m3 in duration. This is exactly the pulse shape required of the apparatus. 

However, for the given initial driver to driven pressure ratio, ideal shock tube theory 

predicts a significantly higher shock Mach number, and therefore reflected shock 

pressure, than that which was actually obtained. The reasons for this inefficiency of the 

shock tube relative to ideal performance were discussed in Section 3.5. A comparison 

of the actual and ideal test results is given in Table 6.4. 

Table 6.4: Comparison between actual and ideal performance 

I Test result I Test 1 I Test 2 I Ideal I 
Incident shock Mach number, Ms 2.34 2.33 2.61 

Incident shock pressure, P2 [bar] 6.3 6.2 7.9 

Test pressure, P5 [bar] 25.1 24.7 34.9 

Test temperature, T5 [K] 935 929 1113 

In Section 4.2 it was specified that the shock tube should be capable of accessing test 

temperatures of up to 1500K. Extrapolation from the above results indicated that, 

assuming both the driver and driven gases were initially heated to 41OK, the shock tube 

was actually only capable of accessing a maximum test temperature of about 1300K. 

Clearly the efficiency of the shock tube would have to be improved if it was to meet the 

test temperature specification. Considering the non-idealities discussed in Section 3.5, 

it was evident that improvements could potentially be made by: 

• reducing the opening time of the rapid opening valve, 

• polishing the inside of the driven tube to reduce its surface roughness and thereby 

decrease attenuation of the shock wave, 

• further streamlining the flow path between the driver and driven tubes to minimise 

frictional flow losses. 

The strategy for improving the efficiency of the shock tube was as follows: firstly, the 

performance of the rapid opening valve was evaluated to check that it was operating 

optimally. Then, the driven tube was polished internally to see what gains could be 

made. Finally, the webs between the driver and driven tubes were streamlined to see 
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if doing so yielded any further improvement. Note that the shock tube was tested 

in between polishing and streamlining so that the relative gains from each of these 

modifications could be assessed. 

6.3.2.1 Evaluating the performance of the rapid opening valve 

The valve performance model was fine tuned to fit the experimentally recorded actuating 

chamber pressure history by adjusting the model parameters. Figure 6.7 is a comparison 

of the recorded and modelled actuating chamber pressure profiles for Test 1 in Table 6.3. 

The high frequency oscillations on the recorded pressure trace were most likely due to 

resonance of the air in the connecting passageway between the actuating chamber and 

the pressure transducer. This is proved as follows: the resonant frequencies, f, of a gas 

passageway closed at one end are given by the following equation: 

f = na 
4L 

(6.1) 

where a is the speed of sound in the gas, L is the length of the passageway and n is an 

odd, positive integer (1,3,5 ... ) representing the resonance node. The speed of sound in 

air at room temperature is :=:.:: 340m / s. The connecting passageway is a straight drilled 

hole, through the flange on the outer cylinder of the actuating chamber, of length 57mm. 

Substituting these values into Equation 6.1 and setting n = 3, one obtains a resonant 

frequency of 4473Hz. This compares very well to the frequency of 4317Hz measured 

as the gas in the actuating chamber drops back down to the initial valve pressure (see 

Figure 6.7), at which instant the gas would be at approximately room temperature. 

Excluding these oscillations from the comparison, good agreement between the model 

and experimental data is evident from the instant the sliding sleeve begins to move. The 

accuracy of the model's calculations for sleeve velocity and opening time was estimated 

at ±20%. The motion of the sleeve according to the validated model is shown in Figure 

6.8. It indicates that the sleeve had accelerated to 48m/ s by the time it opened the 

shock flow ports. Although the process of decelerating the sleeve was not identical to 

the motion anticipated in Figure 5.5, the desired function of bringing the sleeve to rest 

without either impacting the endstop or re-bounding past the fully open position was 

achieved. Also note that the deceleration process has no effect on shock tube efficiency. 

The predicted opening time of O.52ms meets the requirement stated in Table 4.1 that for 

effective shock wave formation, the opening time should be below Ims. Hence it was 

decided that the valve was performing sufficiently well and further attempts to reduce 

the opening time were unnecessary. 
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Figure 6.7: Comparison bclw~en the actual and modelled actuating chamber pressure 
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Figur~ n.H: M o(ion or' (he sliding sleeve acco rding 10 Ih~ validu lctl model 
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6.3.2.2 EITff! "r "uli,hinl: the inside "I' the driven tnbc 

'10 r",-lnce the <uti'a,~ .... ughne." of 1h" i",i,1c of Ihe drivcn tulx:. il was thoroughly 

poli<hcd u,ing" li"e grit ~y l iuJcr hone. Th~ improvemCIIl in surface tini'h This yielded 

w,,, ",b,tanlial. as previously the (lnly surf,,'e preparation had IXTn lu usc a ,anding 

~.ll' wheel 10 remow "ak alld r",1 tium the as man ufactured tube, n,e ,hoc~ TUbe 

was then tested again at a no minal driYer press"re of ~I)bur , The r~sults of the te,1 are 

show" ill f'igure 6,9, Tile iuiti"l ,""nditions for the I~st are giv~n in Table (>.5, 

'" --

" ~ -=:.1 

~ " • 
~ '" -

~ " 

"i.I" 
,,1' 
I 

,ro ", " ., 09 .0 "., J1 " 
limo [m<J 

figure 6,9: Driven IlLOC pressure trac~s oblain~d sub,equent to poli>hing 

Table 6.5 lnilial conditiuns for lh~ t~st results shown in Figure 6.9 

Driven gas pr'C%ure, iJl -t 0.01 11><,,] 1.01 I 

Driver ga, pressure, P. ± 1 :oo r] 2m 
Dliven gas te mperatur", Tl I ,, [ A'I 295 

Driver gas temperature. 1:, -± 5 .K ] 29.0 

Compar~d l(l th~ lest, performed pno.- to polishing Ihe driven tub~. a >ignificanT 

improvement in cffi~iell<'Y was e"iMm. The shOCK Mach number increased [mm 2 . ~H 

to !.:J9, and the fdlcc·ted shock prc>,me in~rcased hy about !illl-r . It was suspect~d thaT 

the slight dip in pressure "I the endwal l in,,"e~iaTdy after the rene~tiun ul' the shock 

wave wa, due to leakage pmt the endwall gasket, which again ,howed evi,Jcnce of burn 

through. It was replaced with a new One made from high temperature gasket material. 

and the endwall was re~Uached using extra high te nsile bolT' (property c'lass 12,9) tu 

incr~as~ th~ clamping force 00 The ga>ht. 
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(,.3.2.3 Effect or strcamlinin!!: the How I'ath hetwe~nthe driv~r and driwn tubc~ 

The design of the ,hock tuhe ho<.1 inco.-poroted <c ulpt ing of thc lSif ben<.1 betwccn 

thc driver and drivcn tube, lor optimal fluw. Howevcr. th~ dri"cn tube support w~h, 

indicated in Figu,"" 5.3 had on ly heen rounded at their leading edge,. To try reduce 

the flow lo"es due to th~"" w~b,. it wa, decided to shap" th~m by hand to be a, 

uerodynamically 'trcumli ned us possible. The troil ing cdgc' werc IOpcred '0 that the 

web, had the cruss ,""c lion of an ""rufuil. and the w~b ,urfa,"e, we", pUlished. The 

'hock tuhe wo, then re-a"cmblcd "",I te'ted oncc ugain at u nomin~l uriver pre"urc of 

2001.<1('. The re,ult, of the le,l are ,hown in Figu"" 6, 10. Th~ inilial conuilium at which 

thc le't was perlormCll are given in Thble 6.6. 

'" j " 
" 

~ 

I 

o c===~~c-~~~~~~~~~~-c 

'0 ",0 ,"" ,. ,0 ,." ""' ,T" ,. ,0 ,"' 
T0110 ~"I 

Figu", 6.10: Driven lube pressure traces oblained ,ub:;e~uenl to 'lreamlining Lh.e webs 

Tahle 6.6' In itial comlition' tor the lCst re, ult , shown in figure 6. 10 

Driwn gas pre,"urc, PI ± lUll :oor] I III 

Driver ga, p,"""u,"". 1)., , I [oorl 21Xi 
--
I)t'iven go, temper;llUrc. '1', ±" [AI 2% 

, Dt'iver ga' tempe", lurc. '1', ± 5 :KI 2% 

When cumpared to Figu", 6,9. Figure ti.IO show. tha t ' trc"ml ining the flow path 

rc,ultcd in a minor incrCOle in shock tuhe ctnciency ovcr anu ~bo,'e the improvcmcnt 

already gained by polishing Lh.e driven lube. 'j'tK, shock Mach number increa,ed from 

L ·3U to ~ .1O. Morc signihcantly the tightcr ciampi ng of the new high temperaturc gaskct 

hdp"d ",duce the dip in pressu", upon reflection of th~ ,hock wave. 
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6.4 Final test results and discussion 

6.4.1 Shock tllhe performance 

To assess the fin~ll"'rl'mmance or the ,hock luhe aller all modifications had heen made, 

a ,erie~ o[ le~l~ "ere conducled over a range or driver pressures bt,lween l nand 2nn!,."". 

Nole lha[ lilT all lhese les ls, lhe driven gas was air a[ mom lemperalure and prc>sure 

(approximalely 2f):JK and LOlb1L1' re~pecli vdy), and lhe driver gas wa.~ compres,ed 

air a[ mom temperature. The incidem ~hoek Mach number obtained in each test was 

mea~UTcd and used to calculate lhe tesl pressure an<ltempcrature according to cq uations 

3.27 and 3.2R w;pectively. The result, of these \GSIS are presentc<l an<l discussed below. 

6.4. 1.1 Ulicieney 01' the shock tube 

Figure 6.11 give, an irxlicalion o[ lhe enicieocy or lhe shock tube rdalive to ideal 

performance. A> expected, the dev ialion Ii-om ideal lheory increase<l with lhe ~hock 

Ma~h numher. Real gas effecls are a cau~e o[ thi~ non-i<ieal behaviour (,ee Section 

3.5). Comparison with Figure 3.2 ~how~ the ~hock lube to he more efficient than the 

,imilar diaphragmle>s insta ll ation de><:ribe<l in Seclion 35. In lhat case, no allempt had 

been made 10 optimise lhe now path hel ween the driver arm driven tubes . It is likely that 

[UrLhe r improvemenls in eflicieocy Can be made by additional polish] ng and ,treamlining 

ol'al l now surfac e~, parlicularl y lhe in, ide o[ the driven lube - whose surface lini,h was 

~hown lo have a ~ign ili canl elTect on efficiency, as well as the lIlsi<ie of llie driver luhe

whose surl'ace flni>h was nol impmved I'rom lhe a~ manufocture<l condition. 

'" 
" 

.. P 4 ~ . . ", , • 
~22 • , 
• 
~ 20 

" " 1 
" u 

" 
~ .. ., ...., 
=. '''' ... '''' .. '''''''' 

1.2 --J-, ~ ~ 00 00 '00 120 ", '00 '"" = 
PJ P, 
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6.4.1.2 Attained Icst conditions 

Figure (,.]2 show, the test cond itions attained the by shock [uhe as a function of in ilia I 

driver pressure. AI the maximum oJr ivcr prcs<,ur~, where le,l Lo tc,[ Yilri~liOIl was 

m"~l severe, test tempcratmc was repeatable 10 within =25J(. and kSl pressure was 

r~pe"lilhlc 10 within Il .'2lxir. As CXlXctcd. (cst lcmpcratme increased diminj,hingly 

wllh all inlT~'~~c m pn:,'ure ralio . 'I he I'ecord~d prcs:;mc traces from a ('''I pt'ri<)mled at 

the rnUx"num rated dri ver pressure <Ire shown 1Il] ' igurc 6. 10, Apart from the me<:hankal 

vibration nnis.e, the shape or the pressure p ldse al lhe cndwall of the driven tube is well 

:;uiled fol' the intended application of aliloignilioll re:;earch: lhe pressure I'i:;c due to the 

rcneded shock wavc has an cxll'Cmcly rapid rise time of under lOllS, and subsequcntly 

the elevated pl'essUl'C in thc test section of the driven tulle remains approximately stcady 

1<>1' the entil'c test duration at I. :lm.'_ The measured Mach num ber of the inddent shock 

wave wa' 2AO. Thc calculated tcst prcssurc and temperalure wer~ 27_1001' and lJ73f{ 

respectively. Note thatthc calculated test pressure agree, well with lhe recol'ocd Icst 

pre8sur~ ,hown in Figure 6. 10. 
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Figure 6.12: 'I"",t te mperature and pl'essure as a function 01 inilial drivl'r prc'i>ur~ 

6.4.1.3 Maximum accessihlc lest conditions 

Extrapolating from lh~ ob>erved ,hock tube perfol'mance, when a healing sy,tem is 

inslalled 10 pre-hem the driver and driven ga:;es to an initial tcmperature ot11OJ(, 

the shock tube will he capable ot acee"';ng a maximum test temperaturc of 1:\5:;[(, 

Although this is slill below the larget te:;l temperature or 1,,00[\", it was deemed high 
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Conlllli""Hllllg of Ihe ,hod, III be 

cnollgh for The ,hoclTUbe to be a Nluable and useful re,e;i1'd ~pparalus. A /ilrl hcr 

i ncr~a,e in le'tlem",rahrr~. heyond the target of L-,(~)K. could he ohtaill ~d by ope rating 

the shock Tube ;l1,1 rlrivcn gilS prcssure below 0.6&0'" Thi, wO lLl d ik'Ce,,, lat,, ill<' Uc"~'11 

of a vacuu m ,ystem for mrefying lh ~ drivell gas. The (~Niou , solu tion is II) illcorrorare 

(he Vac ULL m sy, (em ,nl o (Ilc [lLlUre Ucvclopm",,( of (he fuel Jlli~lure prcparalioll 'y'(t'I!l, 

' I he potential t",ting capabili(y of (he shock whe is summ~ rise;J ill 'Iah le ('. 7 

Table 6.7: Maximum 1es(ing capnbilir y of Ihe sll""k (I [00 

1 
1'IU/Ilnetpr -I -rewcd rIIngr Po/entialobi/i-ly 

Driven ga' pr'''' Ul ''.I' 1 I"o!'] 1 0l IUil1 
... 

Drive r ga, l're>.>ur~, I', '{~H ] ~(X) ~OO 
. . 

~~\'C~.P' temperature, ]'] rK 2% no , 

Driver 2"" Icmpcnilurc, T , K] '!! I~ '" , 
lh( pressurc, p.-, l low' I 27.1 .~ (I.(I 

T",I (cmpCH,ILll" . T, -"1 !lr:) 1 ~ol N 

T~'tduraholl , 111 Im·'1 I .:J 00 

6.4.2 Performance of thc rapid opening valve 

bigure 6.13 ,how, the valve opellillg time a, a fUllction of driwr pre~~u", as calcu lated 

by the expcnmclllally v"liual"d ""lw ",rformaoc~ mood. rim Olher inilial conuilion, 

:.lOOK, Note Ih ~( for ~11 driver pressurcs higher 

than 50bo!' Ih" opening (ime i, lInder l Jlrns. 
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Hgure 6, 13: Caklllat~d ""lve opellillg time as a fUrlCtioll of drive r pr~ssure 
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6.4.3 Autoignition experiment 

To prove that the shock tube was capable of performing useful autoignition experiments, 

a final test was conducted using a fuel-air mixture as the driven gas. In the absence of a 

dedicated mixture preparation system, the test procedure was as follows: 

1. Set the rapid opening valve to the closed position. Note this requires at least 

partial charging of the driver tube. 

2. Remove the pressure transducer in the endwall of the driven tube and inject 

precisely the mass of fuel required to achieve a stoichiometric air-fuel ratio within 

the driven tube. 

3. Replace the pressure transducer and leave the apparatus overnight so that the fuel 

has time to evaporate and diffuse throughout the driven tube. 

4. Charge the driver tube and ready the data capture system. 

5. Operate the shock tube by triggering the rapid opening valve. 

6. Safely discharge the shock tube. 

7. Examine the recorded pressure traces for evidence of autoignition. 

The initial conditions at which the test was performed are given in Table 6.8. The 

fuel tested was n-heptane, as it readily evaporates at room temperature. 1.38cm3 of 

n-heptane was injected into the driven tube; precisely the amount required to give a 

stoichiometric air-fuel ratio when mixed completely with the driven gas. 

Table 6.8: Initial conditions for the autoignition experiment 

Fuel tested n-heptane 

Fuel-air equivalence ratio, ¢ ± 0.05 1 

Driven gas pressure, PI ± 0.01 [bar] 1.01 

Driver gas pressure, P4 ± 1 [bar] 195 

Driven gas temperature, Tl ± 5 [K] 295 

Driver gas temperature, T4 ± 5 [KJ 295 

The recorded driven tube pressure traces are shown in Figure 6.14. The onset of 

autoignition is clearly evident. The Mach number of the incident shock wave was 

measured and used to determine the test temperature and pressure. The results of the 

test are summarised in Table 6.9. 
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£,igurc 11.14: D,;v"n lube pre~s ule traces for the auloignilion expe rimcnt 

Table 6.9: Rc, ul t, 01' the autoignition experiment 

Incidelll shod Mach number, M, 2::W 
Tcst prc"lLTC, p, Ilxul 
'I'csltcmpemlurc,l~ IK] 
Ignition delay, [nM~ 

~~I 

0.71 

The mea~ured ignition delay of 0.71111s was shorter than expected. To invcSligal" 

Ihe a~~ura~y of the result. a chemical kinetic simulalion of thc test was run lL'lllg 

CHEMKIN® software to solve the mechanism developed by Westbrook Cl al [.16J. The 

simulation pr"dkled an ignilion delay of 1.(}7ms. The mostlikcly explanation for this 

discl'cpancy waS thal thc fuel wa, not given sufficienl time to diffus.c completely and 

evenly Ihroughout Ih" driven gas. resulting in a rich air-fuel ['alio at the test scction. 

This explanation wa., ,upponed by furlher CHEMKlN >imulaliotl>, which indicated 

lhat a 0.7Im.' ignition delay correoponds to a fuel rich equivalence ['alio of () = U i. 

Thc test rcsu lt gavc ,lrong cvid"nc" of the l)()\cntia[ of the of the >hock tulx: as a 

useful aUloignilion re,,,arch upparatus, whilst highlighting the need for a dedicated fuel 

mixturc preparation s)"lcmlo he developed. 
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7 oncluding remarks 

A potentially automatable shock tube facility suitable for high temperature autoignition 

research was designed, installed and commissioned. The shock tube was capable 

of establishing useful test conditions with high reproducibility. Upon completion of 

commissioning, starting with both the driver and driven gases at ambient temperature 

and the driven gas at atmospheric pressure, it was capable of accessing a maximum test 

temperature of973K for a duration of 103m3. It was shown that, by incorporating initial 

pre-heating and driven gas rarefaction in future developments to the facility, a maximum 

test temperature of over 1500K is potentially attainable. 

The shock tube used compressed air as the driver gas. A high pressure compressor 

and reservoir system was installed to supply the compressed air. This setup gave the 

advantage that, excluding the running costs of the compressor, the supply of driver gas 

was free, unlimited and non-toxic. The disadvantage was that the shock tube had to 

operate at significantly higher driver pressures than would have been necessary if a 

lighter gas, such as Helium, was used. 

The specially developed rapid opening sleeve valve was a novel feature of the shock 

tube facility. It effectively replaced the function of a diaphragm. The valve was a 

significantly improved version of the two-stage, piston actuated concept of Oguchi 

et al [20]. A model for assessing the performance of the valve was developed and 

validated with experimental data. It indicated that extremely short opening times, in the 

region of O.5m3, were attained. The short opening time combined with the sculpting 

and streamlining of the flow path through the valve, between the driver and driven 

tubes, helped maximise the efficiency of the shock tube. Control of the valve operation 

could easily be automated and, compared to conventional shock tubes, the test turn 

around time was reduced by the period required to replace a diaphragm. By the end 

of the commissioning process, reliable and consistent operation of the valve had been 

attained. 
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8 Recommendations 

The developed shock tube was essentially a working prototype, and as such, several 

areas where improvements could be made had been identified upon completion of 

commissioning. Additionally, the incorporation of automation, thermal control and 

fuel preparation, supply and purging systems were beyond the scope of this project 

and should be undertaken in future projects. Note that the provisions made to facilitate 

the integration of these systems are described in Section 5.3. The recommendations for 

further development and improvement of the facility are as follows: 

• Incorporate an air-fuel mixture preparation and supply system with the shock 

tube. The system must ensure accurate air-fuel ratio metering and complete, 

homogeneous vaporisation of the mixture. It must also perform the function 

of purging the combusted test gas after each test. Consider integrating the fuel 

system with a vacuum system to rarefy the driven gas, as this will enable test 

temperatures in excess of I500K to be accessed. 

• Incorporate a system for controlling the initial driver and driven gas temperature. 

The system must be capable of uniformly raising the gas temperature to 41OK, 

and should make use of the water cooling jacket which was purposely designed 

to ensure thermal isolation of the rapid opening sleeve valve. 

• Use computer control to automate the operation of the facility in order to both 

reduce the risk of human error and convenience the repetitive nature of fuel 

characterisation experimentation. 

• Couple a large inertial mass to the end of the driven tube to reduce the mechanical 

vibration noise seen on the end wall pressure trace. Also consider modifying the 

endwall of the driven tube to the plug design described by Tranter et al [8], as 

this may eliminate gasket issues and improve the quality of the reflected shock 

pressure trace. 
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Recommendations 

• Consider further polishing the inside of the driver and driven tubes to improve the 

efficiency of the shock tube. A preferable alternative would be to chrome plate 

the tubes internally, as doing so would prevent a deterioration in surface finish 

due to corrosion. 

• Consider mounting additional pressure transducers along the length of the driven 

tube so that the rate of shock wave attenuation can be measured. This will enable 

a more accurate calculation of the speed of the shock at the instant it reaches 

the endwall, which will in tum lead to a more accurate determination of test 

temperature. 

• Investigate to what extent the volume of the driver tube can be reduced without 

adversely affecting either the operation of the rapid opening valve or the test 

conditions. Given the time and energy required to compress the driver gas, a 

reduction in driver volume would be desirable. 

• Although every effort was made to ensure high levels of safety, the dangers as

sociated with the high pressure equipment warrant the extra precaution of having 

the facility independently evaluated by an appropriately qualified, experienced 

professional engineer, particularly with regard to the long term fatigue life of 

the pressure containing vessels and the safety of the high pressure pneumatic 

circuits/systems. It is also important that a thorough risk assessment be performed 

and documented prior to making any modifications to the facility. 
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Subsystem design and maintenance 

A.1 Overview 

In order to give the shock tube functionality, several subsystems were integrated with 

it: the compressed air reservoir provides the supply of high pressure driver gas, the 

pneumatic circuit controls the operation of rapid opening valve and the pressurisation 

of the shock tube, and the data capture system records the test results. This appendix 

details the design and maintenance of these subsystems. Procedures for operating the 

shock tube via the subsystems are contained in Appendix C. 

A.2 The compressed air reservoir 

A.2.t Design details 

A detailed schematic of the compressed air reservoir is shown in Figure A.I. It 

comprises a three-stage high pressure SCUBA compressor connected in parallel to a 

bank of three 50l gas bottles. Thus the system can be configured to have a capacity 

of either 50, 100 or 150l. The maximum pressure rating of the reservoir is 208bar. A 

gauge indicates the reservoir pressure, and a relief valve prevents over-pressurisation. 

The compressor pumps air to 200bar at a rate of l.ll / min. Each shock tube experiment 

requires about 20l of air at the driver pressure. Therefore each test at a driver pressure 

of 200bar corresponds to about 20min of compressor operation. 

The compressor is a L& W225 purchased from Orca Industries. It has a built in 

pressure relief valve which limits the maximum pressure it can supply to 240bar. The 

manufacturer's manual contains detailed operating and maintenance instructions and 

must be read by the operator. Note that the following modifications were made to 

automate the operation of the compressor: 

• The compressor was fitted with an adjustable pressure switch which automatically 

turns it on when the reservoir pressure drops below 190bar, and then turns it off 

when the pressure reaches 205bar. 

• Timer controlled solenoids were fitted to the condensate drains to automate their 

operation. 

• The manufacturer's tank filling valve was removed and the outlet from the 

compressor was plumbed directly into the reservoir manifold. 

The gas bottles were sourced from a compressed natural gas storage facility. To 

ensure their integrity, they were visually inspected, hydrostatically pressure tested and 
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re-certified to a test pressure of 358bar and an operating pressure of 208bar by an 

accredited authority. The test certificate is contained in Appendix F. The rating of the 

gas bottles was the limiting factor which determined the maximum reservoir pressure -

all other pneumatic fittings were rated for operation at pressures at or above 250bar. 

A.2.2 Maintenance 

The manufacturer's manual contains a schedule for maintaining the compressor. It 

specifies maintenance tasks according to hours of operation. To facilitate adherence 

to this schedule, the compressor was fitted with an hour counter. Take particular note 

of the sump oil, air filter cartridge, and air inlet filter replacement intervals. Spares for 

these consumables were purchased and kept in store. If additional spares are required, 

or for service support, contact Orca Industries. The high pressure gas bottles must 

be periodically inspected, pressure tested and re-certified by an approved authority. 

The company Executive Safety Services provides this service. Control the connections 

between all pneumatic fittings and check for correct functioning of the pressure relief 

valve regularly. For maximum safety it is recommended that the compressed air 

reservoir system be completely overhauled within five year intervals. 

IIUPPIy to 
pneumatic; 

control circuit 

rnervoir Manifold . ~ . ~ .... '. .. -........... -..... -... -. -..... -................. .. ............... -...... . 

gas bottle 
valvelll 

Manifold 
.. 
I I 
' ___ I 

prellllure 
relief valve 

3-lItag_ IIICUba 

condenllllltlll 
drain. 

Figure A.I: Schematic of the compressed air reservoir system 
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A.3 The pneumatic control circuit 

A.3.t Design details 

The pneumatic circuit controls the following functions: 

• Supply of compressed air from the reservoir to the shock tube. 

• Operation of the rapid opening valve and therefore shock tube. 

• Depressurisation of both the shock tube and compressed air reservoir manifold. 

A detailed schematic of the system is shown in Figure A.2. The adjustable regulator 

limits the supply pressure from the compressed air reservoir, and the non-return valve 

prevents backflow to the reservoir. Gauge G 1 indicates the trigger chamber pressure, 

gauge G2 indicates the actuating chamber and driver tube pressure, and gauge G3 

indicates the driven tube pressure. The length and flow rating of the lines connected 

to the rapid opening valve are critical to its performance. The exhaust line was plumbed 

into a large extraction duct which has an outlet on the roof of the building. 

The circuit was assembled from quality OEM high pressure pneumatic and air com

patible hydraulic fittings. All pneumatic fittings were sourced from Swagelok, and 

aU hydraulic fittings were supplied by Hyflo. An components have a rated operating 

pressure of at least 250bar. The connections between the circuit and the shock tube 

were made with flexible high pressure hose to allow for recoil of the shock tube as it is 

triggered. 

A.3.2 Maintenance 

Prior to operation, ensure that all connections are secure, all line clamps are in place 

and that no bends in the flexible hydraulic hose violate the minimum bend radius of 

180mm. In the event of a leak, immediately replace the faulty component. Do not 

interchange the components of the circuit - always make sure to connect a component 

to the same mating part. Prior to assembling a connection, ensure it is clean and the 

threads undamaged. The components of the pneumatic circuit have a recommended 

service life of five years, hence overhaul the system within this interval. 
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Subsystem design and maintenance 

A.4 The data capture system 

A.4.1 Design details 

The primary purpose of the data capture system was to record the propagation of the 

shock wave along the driven tube. Accurate determination of the incident shock velocity 

was necessary for calculation of the post shock thermodynamic state. A secondary 

purpose was to record the pressure in the actuating chamber during a test so that the 

operation of the rapid opening valve could be verified. 

A schematic of the system is shown in Figure A.3. Two high frequency, charge output 

piezoelectric pressure transducers (Kistler type 603Bl) were mounted in the driven tube 

- one was located in the sidewall of the tube exactly 1 m from the endwall, and the other 

was located in the endwall itself. Both sensors were flush mounted to ensure accurate 

measurement of the shock rise time. A third, similar transducer (Kistler type 601Bl) 

was mounted in an air passageway which directly accessed the actuating chamber. 

The output from each transducer was connected by a short, low noise signal cable to a 

charge amplifier (Kistler type 5015A). The amplifiers output a voltage signal directly 

proportional to the measured pressure. The voltage signals were connected to the data 

capture computer, which was equipped with a high speed data card and programmed 

with a Lab VIEW® user interface for controlling the data acquisition. The system is 

capable of simultaneously sampling each channel at 200kH z, giving a time resolution 

of 5J.Ls per sample, for a duration of 0.5s. The LabVIEW program triggers sampling 

from the instant a selected channel crosses a chosen threshold voltage level. 

A.4.2 Maintenance 

The Kistler pressure transducers and charge amplifiers are valuable equipment. For 

service support or to repair/replace faulty components, contact the local Kistler 

agents, Inher SA. To prevent misuse, the operator must read and be familiar with 

the manufacturer's manuals. Take particular note of the sensor mounting instructions 

regarding tightening torque and the requirement to keep the cable connections perfectly 

dry. The sensors are mounted in adapters, a small brass washer forming the seal, and 

then the adapter is mounted in the shock tube, a special copper washer forming the seal. 

A supply of spare sealing washers was purchased and kept in store. The manufacturer's 

calibration sheets for the transducers are kept on file, however to ensure measurement 

accuracy they should be re-calibrated periodically. Always ensure the equipment is kept 

in a moisture free environment. 
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Assembly, inspection and maintenance of the shock tube 

B.I Assembly instructions 

B.l.l General 

A detailed assembly drawing of the basic shock tube apparatus (including the rapid 

opening sleeve valve) is contained in Appendix G. To ensure safe, correct operation, 

the shock tube must always be assembled according to the arrangement shown therein. 

Before assembly, inspect all components and replace/repair those which show signs of 

excessive wear/damage/corrosion. Additionally, all unpainted metallic surfaces must be 

thoroughly cleaned and then lubricated with a thin oil/grease (suggest Q20) in order to 

both protect against wear and corrosion and reduce friction between the sliding parts. 

Take great care when dismantling/transporting/assembling components of the apparatus 

to ensure that the functional surfaces are not damaged in any way. During assembly, 

never use excessive force - all components were designed and manufactured to fine 

tolerances and slide easily into place when correctly aligned. 

B.l.2 O-ring seals 

The shock tube assembly includes a number of o-ring seals. The placement and size 

of each o-ring is indicated in Figure B.1. During assembly, inspect each o-ring and 

replace those which are damaged. Coat all o-rings in a thin layer of rubber grease prior 

to fitting them in place. It is critical for the high temperature and fuel compatibility of 

the apparatus that Viton® o-rings are used throughout. 

B.l.3 Bolt fastening 

The shock tube assembly includes several structurally critical bolted flange connections. 

It is mandatory that these bolts are fastened to the correct torque as indicated in Figure 

B.1. When either assembling or dismantling a flange connection, use the criss-cross 

tightening sequence to ensure proper seating and even loading of the joint. Property 

Class S.S high tensile steel bolts and nuts must be used throughout. Assemble each bolt 

with a true-hardened steel washer under both the bolt head and the nut. The bolts were 

designed to be re-usable, however it is good practice to replace them after a few re

assemblies. The nuts and washers must be replaced each time the joint is re-assembled 

for operation. 
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Assembly, inspection and maintenance of the shock tube 

B.2 Inspection and maintenance of the shock tube 

It is important that the shock tube apparatus be kept free of corrosion. To this end, it 

must be kept indoors in a dry environment and its exterior should be repainted when 

necessary. To establish the long term operational reliability of the shock tube, it should 

be completely dismantled and visually inspected for internal wear/damage/corrosion 

after each major round of testing. When this is undertaken, polish off any minor 

surface corrosion, replace/repair any damaged components and make a note of the 

maintenance work done. It is recommended that the pressure containing shell be 

professionally examined for cracks and defects, particularly at the welded flange 

joints, and hydrostatically pressure tested to 250bar after the first year of service 

and subsequently every two years. Also perform these examinations prior to re

commissioning the shock tube if it has not been used for a long period of time. For 

maximum safety, a conservative service life of 10 years is recommended, hence the 

shock tube should either be overhauled or de-commissioned by the year 2019. 
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Operational procedures 

e.l Pre-test checks 

The following checks must be completed prior to operating the shock tube or any of its 

subsystems: 

• Ensure that the shock tube has been correctly assembled. In particular, all bolted 

flange joints must be fastened to the correct torque and all seals must be in place. 

• Check that the shock tube is longitudinally aligned, horizontally level and 

securely fastened to the mounting frame, which must be resting stably on its floor 

mounts. 

• Check that all pneumatic connections are in place and are secure. 

• Check that all flexible hose lines are not sharply bent, twisted or damaged in any 

way. 

• Ensure that all pressure transducers are securely in place. 

• Check that all the signal cables from the pressure transducers to the data capture 

computer are connected, untwisted and have some slack to allow for recoil of the 

shock tube. 

• The first test of the day should always be conducted at a low driver pressure (~ 

1Obar), so that any leaks and/or malfunction can be identified and repaired prior 

to operating the shock tube at high pressure. 

• It is recommended that the operator read through all the procedures herein before 

operating the shock tube. Doing so will clarify the interaction between the 

subsystems. 

• Note that ear and eye protection must be worn by the operator and those in the 

immediate vicinity of the system. 
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Operational procedures 

e.2 Shock tube testing 

The operation of the shock tube relies on the pressurisation of the driver and driven 

tubes and the action of the rapid opening valve. These functions are controlled by the 

pneumatic control circuit. With reference to Figure A.2, follow the steps listed below to 

conduct shock tube experiments. 

1. First charge the compressed air reservoir according to the procedure described in 

Section C.3. 

2. Close all valves VI to V7 and completely unscrew the regulator so that it prevents 

flow. 

3. Open the reservoir outlet valve. 

4. Open valve VI and set the regulator to the desired driver pressure. 

5. Slowly open valve V2. This causes the ring piston to move forward and block 

the outlet from the actuating chamber. Wait until gauge G 1 indicates complete 

pressurisation of the trigger chamber. 

6. Slowly open valve V3. This causes the sliding sleeve to move forward and close 

off the flow ports between the driver and driven tubes. A metallic sound will be 

heard when the sleeve reaches the closed position. 

7. Open valve V4 and then V5. This fills the driver tube and equalises the throttle 

chamber to the driver pressure. 

8. Very slowly, and only partially, open valve V7. Ensure the driven tube is fully 

depressurised and there is no leakage flow into it. 

9. Close valve V7 to seal off the driven tube exhaust line. 

10. Monitor gauge G2 which indicates the driver pressure. Once the regulator 

pressure is reached, close valves V2 and V3 in sequence to isolate the shock tube 

from the air supply. 

11. Fill the driven tube with the chosen test gas. 

12. Note and record the initial test conditions: driver gas pressure and temperature, 

and driven gas pressure and temperature. 

13. Operate the data capture system according to the procedure described in Section 

C.5. 
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14. Fire the rapid opening valve, and thereby shock tube, by quickly opening valve 

V6. 

15. A few seconds after the shock tube is fired, close valve V6 and then open valve 

V2. This resets the ring piston and prevents the shock tube from discharging 

completely through the exhaust chamber. 

16. Save the captured test data. 

17. To perform another test at the same or higher driver pressure, close valves V5 

and V 4 in sequence, then repeat from step 6. If testing is complete, follow the 

remaining steps to depressurise the system. 

18. Close valve VI and V2. 

19. Very slowly, and only partially, open valve V7 to depressurise the shock tube. 

20. Open valve V6 to discharge the trigger chamber. 

21. Slowly open Valve V2 and screw in the regulator to depressurise the supply line. 

22. Slowly open valve V3 to ensure the driver tube and rapid opening valve are fully 

depressurised. 

23. Close an valves V2 to V7 and unscrew the regulator to the blocked flow position. 

24. Shut down the compressor and depressurise the reservoir manifold according to 

the procedure described in Section CA. 
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C.3 Compressed air reservoir operation 

With reference to Figure A.l, follow the steps listed below to operate the compressed air 

reservoir. In the event of a malfunction, immediately switch off the compressor, close 

the gas bottles and depressurise the system. It is again stressed that the operator must 

first be familiar with the compressor manufacturer's manuaL 

1. Check the compressor sump oil leveL 

2. Manually switch on the compressor room extraction fan. 

3. Close the reservoir outlet valve. This shuts off the supply line leading to the shock 

tube. 

4. Close all gas bottles. 

5. Open the two manual condensate drain valves at the base of the compressor to 

ensure it is fully depressurised. Once ensured, close both drain valves. 

6. Switch on the compressor and ensure the fan rotates in the correct direction. 

7. Observe the reservoir manifold pressure gauge. After 20 to 30 seconds, the gauge 

will indicate a steady rise in pressure. Check that the compressor turns off when 

the pressure reaches approximately 205bar. 

8. Slowly open either one, two or all three gas bottles, depending on the desired 

reservoir capacity. As the pressure drops below 190bar, the compressor will 

automatically switch on. Note that the automatic condensate drains were set 

to open for 10 seconds immediately as the compressor starts, and thereafter at 

approximately 10 minute intervals. 

9. Leave the door of the compressor room open as the gas bottles are filled to ensure 

good ventilation. 

10. During the filling process, monitor the system at approximately 10 minute 

intervals to check that the pressure is indeed rising and that the automatic 

condensate drains are functioning. 

11. Check that the compressor switches off when the pressure reaches about 205bar. 

12. Perform the shock tube tests according to the procedure described in Section C.2. 

13. Upon completion of the day's testing, shut down the compressor and depressurise 

the reservoir manifold according to the procedure described in Section C.4 below. 
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C.4 Compressed air reservoir shut down and 

depressurisation 

Operational procedures 

1. Ensure the shock tube is depressurised, all valves VI to V7 are closed and the 

regulator is completely unscrewed to the blocked position. 

2. Switch off the compressor. 

3. Close all the gas bottles. 

4. Open, and leave open, the manual condensate drains to ensure depressurisation of 

the compressor. 

5. Open the the reservoir outlet valve if it is not already open. 

6. Open valves V6 and V2. 

7. Open valve V1 and slowly screw in the regulator to depressurise the manifold. 

8. Once depressurised, close all valves, including the reservoir outlet valve, and 

unscrew the regulator to the blocked position. 
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C.5 Set up of the data capture system 

With reference to Figure A.3, follow the steps listed below to set up the data capture 

system to record the results of a shock tube test. Note that the charge amplifiers should 

be turned on and allowed to warm up for at least half an hour prior to testing. Also note 

that to save time during testing, the system can be preset up to step 9 before commencing 

the shock tube testing procedure. 

1. Verify that the charge amplifiers and computer are switched on. 

2. Verify that the charge amplifiers are set to the correct sensor sensitivity: 

Sensor location Serial number Manufacturer's calibration 

Sidewall 2067751 -5.50lpC Ibar 

Endwall 2067752 -5.559pC Ibar 

Actuating chamber C193578 -16.25pClbar 

3. Set the maximum output range of each charge amplifier to the same value. As a 

guide, the value should be about twice the driver pressure. 

4. Check that the charge amplifiers are set to the 'DC long' and 'LP filter off' modes. 

5. Note the sensitivity, in bar IV of the charge amplifier output as indicated on the 

amplifier screen. 

6. On the computer, double click on the desktop icon entitled ' Shock Tube'. This 

opens the Lab VIEW user interface. 

7. Enter the sensitivity (bar IV) of the charge amplifier output. 

8. Set up the data capture trigger. It is suggested that the system is set to trigger 

when the actuating chamber signal (channel A2) drops lower than -lbar. 

9. Verify that the sample rate and duration are set to 200kHz and 0.5s respectively. 

10. When ready to fire the shock tube, press the 'Meas' button on all amplifiers to 

activate their output signals. A green led on the amplifier front panel will light up. 

11. Click the Capture button on the Lab VIEW user interface. The data capture system 

is now ready, and will begin sampling as soon as the shock tube is fired and the 

trigger channel crosses the threshold voltage. 
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12. Remember to save the recorded data after each test. This is done by clicking the 

save button on the Lab VIEW user interface. 

13. After the days testing is complete, remember to switch off the amplifiers (switch 

is at the back panel) and shut down the computer. 
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Operational safety assessment 

D.I Risk assessment 

Throughout the development of the shock tube facility, ensuring a high level of safety 

was the priority. To minimise the operational hazards associated with the facility, a 

risk assessment was conducted. The following safety concerns were identified and 

addressed. 

D.I.I System over-pressurisation 

The shock tube was rated to operate at a maximum driver pressure of 200bar. To enable 

it to be quickly pressurised to this limit, the compressed air reservoir was designed 

to provide a slightly higher maximum supply pressure of 208bar. The compressor 

was equipped with an automatic pressure switch which turns it off once this pressure 

is reached. A regulator between the reservoir and shock tube closes the supply line 

when the shock tube pressure reaches 200bar. Over-pressurisation of either system 

beyond its upper limit would reduce the design safety factors guarding against their 

structural failure. Structural failure of these systems could cause a number of hazards. 

Ranging in severity from minor to extremely dangerous, they include: leaks, system 

malfunction, damage to equipment, high velocity gas jets and projectiles, and in the 

worst case bursting of the pressure containing vessels. 

Potential modes of over-pressurisation of the compressed air reservoir that were 

identified included failure of the compressor to tum off at the upper pressure limit and 

overheating of the reservoir. The following measures were implemented to address these 

hazards: 

• The reservoir was fitted with a pressure relief valve set to blow off if the pressure 

exceeded safe levels. 

• The compressor was equipped with its own pressure relief valve for redundancy. 

• The compressor was fitted with a easily accessible manual shut down switch for 

turning it off should the automatic pressure switch malfunction. The reservoir 

pressure is indicated by a pressure gauge for monitoring purposes. 

• The gas bottles in which the compressed air is stored were inspected, hydrostati

cally pressure tested and re-certified to a test pressure of 358bar and an operating 

pressure of 208bar at room temperature by an accredited authority prior to their 

installation. The test certificate is contained in Appendix F. 
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• Instructions for depressurising the reservoir manifold were included in the 

operating procedure lists. 

• The reservoir was installed in an uninhabited, brick wall enclosed room to 

minimise the consequences of a structural failure. 

• The enclosed room is ventilated by an extraction fan to prevent overheating. 

Mandatory operation of the fan is included in the operating instructions for the 

system. 

Potential modes of over-pressurisation of the shock tube that were identified included 

failure or incorrect operation of the pressure regulator, and overheating of the shock 

tube. The following measures were implemented to address these hazards: 

• The assembled shock tube was hydrostatically pressure tested to 250bar to ensure 

its structural integrity if the regulator failed and it was subjected to the maximum 

reservoir pressure of 208bar. The test certificate is contained in Appendix F. 

• The pressure in all sections of the shock tube is indicated by pressure gauges. If 

the pressure regulator failed to close the supply line when the maximum pressure 

was reached, a manually operated valve for doing so was provided. 

• Instructions for a) operating the regulator and b) depressurising the shock tube 

were included in the operating procedure lists. 

• Recommendation was made that if any modifications are to be made to the facility, 

such as the installation of a heating system, a thorough risk assessment must first 

be conducted and documented. 

D.l.2 Missassembly of the shock tube 

The shock tube comprises three main elements: the driven tube, the driver tube and the 

rapid opening valve. These elements are assembled together by means of o-ring sealed, 

bolted flange joints. Additionally, the rapid opening valve is itself assembled from a 

number of individual parts. Missassembly of the apparatus could result in: 

• Malfunction of the rapid opening valve. 

• Structural failure and the associated hazards described in Section D. I. I. 
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Potential modes of failure include missassembly due to incorrect arrangement of 

components, misalignment of components, left out components, damage caused by 

forced assembly, use of unsuitable standard components (e.g. wrong size bolts or 0-

rings), under/over tightened bolts and incorrect lubrication. The following measures 

were implemented to address these hazards: 

• Assembly instructions were compiled. 

• Mandatory control of bolt torque was included in the assembly instructions. 

• All standard components were specified in the assembly instructions. 

D.l.3 High pressure pneumatic circuitry 

The shock tube is operated by a high pressure pneumatic circuit which controls the 

following functions: 

• Supply of compressed air from the reservoir to the shock tube. 

• Action of the rapid opening valve. 

• Discharge of the shock tube and reservoir manifold. 

Incorrect operation of this system could damage the shock tube or cause it to 

malfunction. In addition, breakage of any of the components of the pneumatic circuit 

could cause dangerous safety hazards such as high velocity gas jets and projectiles, loud 

noises and lashing pressure hoses. 

Potential modes of failure include the use of defective components, missassembly of 

the components, over-pressurisation of the system, incorrect operation of the system 

and relative motion between the circuit and shock tube due to shock tube recoil. The 

following measures were implemented to address these potential safety hazards: 

• All pneumatic fittings were purchased new from reputable OEM suppliers, and 

were rated for safe operation at the conditions to which they would be exposed 

during normal shock tube operation. 

• All pneumatic fittings were assembled strictly according to the manufacturers' 

recommendations. 

• Pressure gauges were included in the circuit so that the pressure in all separated 

sections could be independently monitored. 
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• Flexible hose was used to make all connections between the pneumatic circuit and 

the shock tube to allow for relative motion. 

• Wherever practical, pressure hoses and tubes were securely clamped down. 

• Operation and maintenance instructions for the system were compiled. 

• Mandatory use of eye and ear protection was included in the operating procedures. 

D.l.4 Malfunction of the rapid opening valve 

The rapid opening valve controls the flow between the driver and driven tubes. It 

is operated pneumatically by the compressed driver gas. Malfunction of valve could 

damage its internal components, make the shock tube perform poorly or make it 

completely inoperable, and trap compressed air within the shock tube. 

Potential modes of failure include malfunction due to worn or damaged valve com

ponents, broken seals, missassembly of the valve and incorrect valve operation. The 

following measures were implemented to address these potential hazards: 

• All separate chambers of the shock tube were connected to a discharge line to 

enable complete depressurisation in any valve configuration. 

• Pressure gauges connected to the various chambers indicate leakage past seals. 

• All the valve's moving parts are contained internally and therefore do not 

endanger the operator. 

• Assembly, operation and maintenance procedures were compiled. 
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Figure E. l: Driver lube pressure conlaining ve"el 
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E.2 Pressure containing tube 
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Table E. I. Dimen,ions and pressure rating of til<: prcsslITe containi ng tube 

Lcngth [mm] lTGO 
Inlerna I diametcr I mm1 110 

Wallthick",os_, Imml 1,) 

[ Pre"ure rating lbarl "LO 

E.3 Flange design 
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adjoining flanges wa. by mean. of a VilOn@o-ring_ 

I' 

Figure E.2: Driver tulle flange schematic 
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Pressure vessel calculations 

E.3.1 Flange bolting 

Adjoining flanges were bolted together using Property Class 8.8 high tensile steel bolts 

preloaded to 75% of their proof strength. For each joint, the size of the bolts and the 

number of bolts to use were calculated according to the method for designing fatigue 

loaded tension joints with preload as detailed in [37]. The method specifies formulae 

for calculating the following safety factors: 

• The bolt load factor, n, defined as the multiple of the tensile load on the joint that 

would cause bolt yielding. 

• The safety factor guarding against fatigue failure, n f, defined as the ratio of the 

alternating load strength to the alternating stress in the bolt. 

• The safety factor guarding against joint separation, no, defined as the ratio of the 

tensile load which would cause joint separation to the tensile load on the joint. 

The results of the flange bolting design calculations are summarised in Table E.2 below. 

Table E.2: Flange bolting design 

I Flange joint I A I B 

Tensile load on joint [kN] 270 270 

Bolt size M16 M16 

Number of bolts 12 12 

Bolt grip length [mm] 84 54 

Preload torque [Nm] 226 226 

n 7.3 5.3 

nf 5.0 3.6 

no 3.7 3.9 

E-4 
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Pressure vessel design calculations 

E.3.2 Flange size and welding 

The flanges at each end of the driver tube were identical. They were designed using the 

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Design Code [35] as a guide. Note that safeguard 

against fatigue failure is intrinsically built into the code. The flanges were double bevel 

butt welded onto the tube ends (see Figure E.2). To ensure good weld penetration, 

the flanges were weld prepared by machining large 45° bevels to a narrow root at the 

inside diameter. All welding was done by certified welders, and was subsequently stress 

relieved by heat treatment and tested for cracks using the magnetic particle inspection 

(MPI) technique. The AS ME code specifies maximum safe limits, in terms of the 

material strength value Sf. for the hub stress, SH, radial stress, SR, and tangential 

stress, ST, in the welded flange as calculated by formulas specified in the code. The 

stress limits are as follows: 

SR:::; Sf and (SH + SR)/2 :::; Sf 

ST:::; Sf and (SH + ST)/2:::; Sf 

For AST M A516 Gr70 boilerplate, Sf = 138M Pa. The results of the flange design 

calculations are summarised in Table E.3. 

Table E.3: Driver tube flange design 

Flange outside diameter, A [mm] 230 
Bolt circle diameter, C [mm] 200 
Raise face diameter, D [mm] 176 
O-ring mean diameter, G [mm] 131 
Flange inside diameter, B [mm] 140 
Flange thickness, t [mm] 27 
Weld leg size, c [mm] 12.5 
SH [MPa] 133 
SR [MPa] 120 
ST [MPa] 65 

E-5 
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E.3.3 Finite element analysis of the \'essel 

To double check that safe ,tre" limits wO<Lld nOl l><: c.\eeeocd upon prc"uriSalion of 

the ve"el, a hasic analy.is of the ,tre"e, in the y"'"eI at the m~ximum rated internal 

prcs.ure of 2OOba,. was l'atTi ~d out using. l~ Ahaqus tlnil~ ekment analy.is (FEA) 

w ti ware pacbge, The "n~ ly,i, accounted for the internal pressure on the .. ess.:l and 

th<: c.\ten13ltetlsile load (due to the internal pressure) on the fI~nge anachmen(s. Figu r~ 

E.3 ill ustrate, lhe von Mi,e, sire" profile through a erG" ,ection of the vessel ~t the 

nitieal ibnge alla<.:hmcnt s. As shown, the maXLlllU'" Slress through the S"",lion did nO( 

exceed UOMP". "hieh is below the ,ufe upper ,tre" limit of !:ISMP" "p"cili ed fox 

lhe flange me(al in the ASME code. 

>1 ,loo.>oe 
.1,101.+08 
.1,007H08 
+~,100 •• a7 
+e,134.·07 
+7 ,167.>07 
~b, lOlo > 07 

.~,234. * 07 
· 4 ,'2 6e . * 07 
*3 ,301.*07 
>2 ,334. >07 
*1.36e . *07 
+4 ,013.*06 

Figure E.3; Stress prohle (Ilfoujlh the flan~e Ct'{lSS section 
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F ydrostatic pressure test and weld 

quality control certificates 
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Hydrostatic pressure test and weld quality control certificates 

F.1 Shock tube hydrostatic pressure test certificate 
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UCT 
SHOCK TUBE APPARATUS 

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM PRESSURE TEST CERTll'ICATB No: 32523 
_. 

, ,. 
T£ST LOCATION: 

C) HYFLO Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd. , , ' , 
Reg_ 66/02231/07 

PO Bo~ 2.j(), P~ardc" E.iland, 7.flO, Somh Afne, 
50 Neptun~ Street, T';.anlen Eikml 

Td. (021) 514 3000 .:0:.... ....t-F.x. (021) 511-7877 
\'"\ T Rcg.4,\3iI2f\S479 

F.-mail: o;:\y({j;b)fl2 ,().7~ , 
I JOll No., cr 32.'>l3 ORDER Nu., :-'/A 

SYSTEM DETAIL " 

0/. 
, 

M.ANUH.CTURER: l'Cf ~ , 
TYPE, CLOSED HOSE USED, 'II' I 

'"' FITTING Z: 16> 

~ 
, 

:-,,"/-\ 25 ~IP, I;min WATeR 

TEST REPORT, ".. 

--- -.--.--- ~ ---- - -- -.----. _.-
TEST GAUGE DETAlLS --, "". ._---

"m • 

lUl'l)()LL "11J.t\~lS Nt''' MICll.lliL [)()\~,:\,EY 

Z 
, 

r:::: " 
'PI) 

/' , , . 
, , 
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Hydrostatic pressure test and weld quality control certificates 

F.2 Gas bottle inspection and hydrostatic pressure test 

certificate 
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•• 
_ .. -, -

""" "" "" '" .. '" .. 

Independent Pressure Test Station 
"'0. ..... IN '5dooo",«t "'''''' 

!<JIoo'lQ' Gdr""",,, 
1 .. ·, 

!elf"" 0'2'~"'" 51<. 

'1'ES1' CERl'IFICA l'E .:w'''''''' un 
,~, , , 

r 'o::;-r~;o,-;;;;C"~"",,"i"';":';';": ... ="'" ....... " ... ,.,en ..,,,"0",. 
_.. W~. ._ REMARKS ... 
, .. ' 

.... ,""'--_' ... ..,... .l ............ ...., ___ .... __ ...... ' " ... _' ,_ ...... __ ... __ ........... ' 
t. __ • ___ 00«00"","_" !lA1$"" •• "' ........... so,~ ... __ .. " ............. _ ... ..". ... ~-"'.~-.... ,-•• "(J 

~~an~~ W ... ~I\£'r~f<tQlfy -

• 
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Hydrostatic pressure test and weld quality control certificates 

F.3 Weld quality control certification 

F.3.1 Hand over certificate 
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10...." Road, Ndaoo",' POll<> '4~, _d PI=. 7450 C.". Tow" $"""" ~I,~. 
10< ." !O)" "" l~n· Fa •• 211~)21", ' 51000 .~ ................. " '" ... E"""" .......... >:Jco .. 

v .. No: _'100171290 • C~ No' 1 W8IIlOOCI05I<l 

Hand Over Certificate 

Job Number: 

Scope of Work -.-_._-

"-~l'<cQ"''''''Il!,": (STW001, STW002, STW003, STW004 

Cut all material and prep. 
Fit arld tack maleriallogelher. 
Fit-Up Inspection and dimensional check prior to welding 
Weld as per welding procedure AW017. 
Clean welding by means of grirldmg 
In-House MPI prior to P\I\IHT 
P\I\IHT as per welding procedure AW017 
Machine gasket laces, 
100% MPI after P\NHT 
Final Inspection 
Release. 

L-~~-~ 
: This is to certify thai AUweld Maril1e and Industrial CC has completed Ihe ' 
' works or sectlOrus thereof as detailed in the scope of work to the full 
I ~t!slaction as per your requ !~":ITlent. I 

, ~--~~. 

I Clienfs Representative' 

Signature 

D~te , 

Signature; 

: Dale' 

I 

F"cku''-I 
I 

......... _--.J 
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F.3.2 Welding procedure specifications 
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WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION 
(WPSI aW482 

Company Name Allweid 

Welding f'racedure Spec No AW017 

R~vl"""" No 0 

WilidirIQ Praces$!es) GTAW arid SMAW 

Jo<nt DeSlgn: SlflgJe V, do~ bevel 
Back,ng (Yes/No) no 
BackInQ Material. nla 
JoJ1t f'reparatLon. machine ~d qnrid 

Groove angle 35·40 <1e;Irees 
Root gap' 3-5mm 
l~ooJlg O·2mm 
Base metal thockneS$ 4 Smm 10 44mm 

ASME deSl!lnl!!!Qn 

P NO 1 Group No , 
" SDooficat!On tv.., and grade 

ASTM A1 00 Grade B (and olMer P No 1 melals) 

Thlc~nelJ$ Range 

8as. Melal 

Weld Metal 

PROCESS 

SFA No 

AWS~ 

F· No 

A-NO 

S';:o 

0100f 

Thjc ~,"n~ Range 

'" Follet 

flee ·FIU>! {class) 
Fill. Tradename 

Consumable tnS<l~ 

Olher 

BUlt 4 Smm to 44mm 

Butt 44mm m;OXiIllllm 

GTAW 

'" ER70S-{) , , 
1 Bmm...t 2.4mm -
12mm maximum .. 

", 
". 
,~. 

ASME BPV Section IX 2004 
WPS No. AW017 rev 0 

By AMW Badenhorst 

Date 

Types 

Melal 

g. p 

P NO 1 Groop No 

ASTM A 106 Grad<! B (¥td Olher P No 1 metal$1 

FoIle1 all Ih""""U 
FiI"t an SiZeS 

SMAW 

" E7019_1 , , 
2. ~mm. 3 15mm. "Omm -

32mm malClmllm 

'" 
"" "" ",M 
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WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) QW-482 (reverse side) 

WPS Number: AW017 Reyision 'O 

POSITIONS IqW"021 POSTWELD HEAT TREATMEN T !QW"07l 

Posl!ionls) of butt '" T emi>"~tlJte Range 595 - 620 (leg"'" C~lsiu . 

Weld Progmssl""_ uph ... lo<ward ' Time Ra"9" 1 hour P'lr 25mm 

Posit.:",!,,) 01 ~ Iet • HeatmgICooIlJ>g Rate"O Clh r ma_mum 

NQ"," "".01,,,,..<0010,,,, • ..,"'.,._ 300C '" ""","',oOliod 

PREHEAT IQW-406! ~AS IQW .... 08 ! 

Preheat Temp {mOll 20 deg'Ms Celsius Gas(esl ." Como_I""') Flow Rate) 

Interpass Temp (max) 200 d~g'~M Cet"'us S~lding "0<>0 99997 15-20 !pm •. 
Preheat Ma"'tenar>C~ ~,. Sacking ~. N' N, 

Preheat method ., Trail"", "~ "" N. 

Other' Min Ambten! Temp 10 degr .... s Cel .... s 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS IgW-409! -
Current AC or DC OC p(;j~"ty -(GT AWl!· (SMAWj 

Am~age Range SM t>etow Vcnage Ran ge .Mtlo'olow 

Tun gsten Electrode Size and Type 24mm - 2')1, Tllonated 

Mode 01 Metl l Transler GMAW ., 
Electrooe Wire Fe"," Speed "" 

TE"HN!gUE IgW .... 10! 

Str"g Or Weave Bead- slnn'}"r and weave beads Contact Tulle to Wert.. Dostance "" Qrince or Ga. Cup Size B-'2mm Multiple Or Sin9ie P~ss fP'lr side) two passes monomur", 

I n~lal & Inlerpass Cleaning gfmd aoo -.. brush Multlpe or Songle Electrodes .i"9le 

Melhod 01 Sock Gougong ~M Tra"el Speed (Range) manual 

OsCIllation ~. Peening ~M 

W"' P,o- F~er Meta l Curren! "~ Tra"~ Speed W"' 

Layer eMS Class lf'CiltKlr1 Size ,", ,", "~ "" Amp Range Rango mmlmrn 

'00' GT"'" ER70S-t; ,- , , OC 11Oto135 9·'2 45 kI 55 , 
'." GTAI' ER70S.e ,- , , OC · 135 to 175 ." 90 to 100 , , .. GTf',W ER70S~ ,,- , , OC · 155 to 175 ." 7010 SO , 
" .~W E7018·1 ,,- • , OC • 90 10 145 21 -26 7010180 , ., 

. __ . '. GTAW ER70S-S ,- , , OC · 15510175 9-12 65t0100 , 
" .~w (7018-1 ,- • , CO , WIO '10 21-28 1)5 to 150 

" 
Nole. , ElectrOdes to De naked as p ~r maflUfOClurels "",struel"", s and kepi or> a baking oven, 

orr •• e to boo ""pt Ol a hOU}(lX at 80 degree. C~si<Js ",""",um 

"@5 , 3, 15mm ar><l 4 Omm ""'erode' .i.e may also be used 

3 Heat Input (;f impOlet lestlng a reqUIrement) to be if) the range 1 to 3 kJlmm 

-
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AtlantIC Ve"ficat"'" Cape (PM ltd 
ao .. ,rrnert """,,0"'" ,,, • ..,Clion ,,_. 
lWF'OO' 
"SIaIooo Ro"'. M.,....!I". 0_. 7 .. 1 

""" . ......,. ""'" roO 021 ~~2 8723 

Name: Alh.eld Marine 

PROCEDURE 

QUALIFICATION 

RECORD 

ASME SPV Section IX 

No: AV~Ot.06 

AWO l 7 n:~ (I nate: 27 S.plembe r lO(l~ 

SASE MUAUQW-oIOJl 

i ruol j ,., 

M.l<ri.1 Spo<:' AS I M A 106 '0 ",TOe 

TY!'<' Of Grode . B t" oame 

P N" I G'<;<JP No 1 t",.me 
ThlCk:r>e>. oft .. t coopoo 

[);.m<l<r of ",., coupon ,,"NBto wn< 

Fl lEK Mf. ALS W_41)4 

Sf A No: 

AWSCIa", 

Filk, MC1a1 F No: 

Weld ~tetal A No. 

Filk, M< .. I S"c 

o!h~r 

flcpO,itro W.1d Mo!.1 
, 

POSITIQ~ (Q .... . ~O:;! 

I'""hi,., "ril""".: 6G 
, 

PREIlF.,u (QW-~1)61 

~r<h".. Temp<rature; 

101.",." T.mpcfO'"'" 

"'\lCO"r.~ 

OTAW S)'-IAW 

~.l ! 5.1 

ER10S..fi nOlI-) 

• • , 
2.4""" 2,JIl.!!""" 

.... 16mm 

5(} lkllfoc> C.I,,,,, 

17j "'!I""" C.I,i .. TO"' , 

{;',.:w< ""gl. (a): )0-40 de~",." 
Root ~op (R t 4mm 
Landi.glf): I.~mfll 

Temremn". 
Ik""i <31._ 
(0,,1i"8 "'I<' 

So . ... !ii_I <leg" .. C.I"u, lOr 1 0' 

220 C"" fro", 300 C 

100 Cihr do .. ~ '" )ooc ,hon ." «)01 

Shiddin& 

Ib<k,"S: 

rnt,ling 

., 14 1pm 

"'. 

(!.F,(TKICAI. CH!,I!. -WTEKI5T!CS (QW~Q~1 

OC' C"""<\" 
Po l~rit}" 

,,"'!'>: 
-(01' ",W) 1< SMAil 

<jj-l64 

TECHNIOlI[ (QW·410l 

1r",.I5pced. 

Vol!> 

"",,,. 'na>. .. h filler Oil 
05.Ciliotio", I"IOne 

MI1ltipl<l$,"gl. \-_I«~: 

Mul"p~'!i'"~1< P-."" 
o.her: 

' ingk 
!1IulLipl< 

P"'.1" 1 of2 
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, 
, 
, 

,. 
.<-~ 

, 

PQR No. AVOS-OIOG 

'" 

loe_ fracture awc."."" 

Thl<''''''''' 

'"' ~ ; , 

'"' .. '" ,,~ 40 n>:n DO <10«><", ",iN. _ "" .. fK:Iooy 

~BV. " '" ,,~ 40 mn> "" _ ""blo· ... "foe1./)' 

" 

[l,.mo'or 

GTAW 

GTAW ER70S.(i 

SMAW £1'0,1.-1 

fludn",' l""Olion, in ><cO!'d..,oo w"i> bo en 2~ Pon J .16 0 ckd, f"l",I;{;M' 

fl.",ull' of tllO<fO oxen,ination' """"!'Iabl< 

I..,"" r,p-""" 

mmm," .. .. 12-95 

•• 11-170 

LOC\Tl0~ r.!.I! we A TION J:!!!!1 
PM 134 160 16() 17S 170 179 

It AL 203 116 192 230 [96 192 

Y, <11 243 22~ 143 

(QW.ISO) "on< 

"1 Higgio. LD. No: 

.t" ..... " , , 

I'M 162 173 111 115 17) 173 

HAZ 191 I'll 19) 116 IM7 186 

WM 205 213 20 

... Id«l,nd '''''''~ I •• " .......... '"""-l,h< ' .... or .... "" 01 ~S"f Br\ 

f.,.. AV(Arf. (Ply) Lod M,~4"A' A w iif"IiE'~-f f '."',, I •• E_", •• "" IWE."""" oc , M<>c<, .. ",C.""",·· 
"".,., "1"1 l 11" 

l 

" kj,mrn 

1.03-1.37 

U0-2.1> 
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Hydrostatic pressure test and weld quality control certificates 

F.3.3 Welding consumable certification 
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i 

I 

AMAlGAMATED WELDING & CUTIING 

MATERIAL INSPECTION CERTIFICATE (EN 10204: 2004 type 3.1J 

PRODUCT: 

DIAMETER: 

BATCH NUMBER: 

ELECTRODE MARKING: 

TIGSTEEL ER 70S-6 

240 mm 

1Z403 • 

CLASSIFICATION: ASME/AWS-SFAA5 18: ER 70S-6 

1. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION (ACTUAL) 

2. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES (ACTUAL - AS WELDED) 

TENSILE YIELD' " HARDNESS 
STRENGTH STRENGTH ELONGATION 

IMPa) (MPa) 

593 '" 33 

3. RADIOGRAPHY 
Acceptable 

DATE: 2008-08-28 

IMPACT STRENGTH 
, ICHARPY-V-NOTCtii 

TEST TEMP. JOULES -,'C, 
AVE: 167

4
--1 " 127 221. 154 

This confirms that th !'! product TIGSTEEL ER 70S-6. batch "C. 1Z403. has been testO!'d 

and manufactured In accordance ,";t h ASMEIAWS SFA 501-92 Class S2. Schedule I. 

and complies With the reqUirements of ASMEIAWS SFA 5. 18-93 

THIS CERTIFICATE IS GENERATED ELECTRONICALLY & REQUIRES NO 
SIGNATURE. 

VALIDATED BY: S. SOOBRAMONEY 
QUALITY CONTROLLER 
OESA (PTV) L TO 
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Hydrostatic pressure test and weld quality control certificates 

F.3.4 Welder qualifications 
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WELDER QUALIFICATION CEnTlFICATE 

" 
WECItKAlIO",S 10 

" 

\RGON ~.'I",. 

oc i , , 
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Hydrostatic pressure test and weld quality control certificates 

F.3.S Non-destructive examination reports 
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K.lT.C. 
"""·0 [S TRUCT<~t TE "TING 

,-
, 

,.'.~ 

I 
, , 

l . , , , 
CO ... O ..... TI 

"'~ " 
, 

I OET~1l , 

I ~ , , , , , B~TCH No. , 
- -,. ,-

I , .. ". 
", ." O"~ 

n:C"NIC~t. , , , , 
OETAIL .. 

I , n, , 
" 

------

.. :e-e .... T-<.11 R~'" .. 
, 

.. 
", ....... 4F1ER WELDING AFTER PWHT ON . . 

, 
r ~- , 

.. 

. 

. .. ,., 

, 

- -

I'"~ , .::. , , 
" , Qual' SNT_TC lA I"'" 

I"" 2610312009 Sign' Ih ~ "I"''' , 1Ji:'" I 
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e...;~ 
100...1~ 
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I. 
, 

, • <> CO> . , ! ' I' -,<:1<0..<""."'0", 
'~""~"-;ZQZ"'i: 
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B.LT.C. 
>fOP<_DES'RlJClIV[ rtSTlM, 

, ,-
I"'''' Of' 

I • 1-" ~ 

COMPONENTI 
~ ~ 

I 
WELD 

~ 
, • 

Ou.o.'l 

>" 

I ~ ~,~ , 
... 'w ~ .. 

I '~ , , 
."" ., ~-

TeCHNICA, , , , , , , 
DETAIl " I - ~ , 

• ,,",o. "'oneo C,''','.-
---- ~ 

"lfC_."''''{>o)1 ." ,. .. 
~ , 

I ~ ~M' 
, , ,. 

~ ~ 

~- ~ """-- ~ ----

•... -
~ 

• 
I 

~ 

~~ -"._. 
, 

• 

f:2 
~ 

~ , 
• 

, , I''",:s,a • Oual: '''~'''~'' . I"" , 
'Oate- 2610312Q09 Sign: ;T 

X 1°,'· ~ . 
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R.LT.C. 
NON_DESTRUCTIVE TESTING 

,-
, 

~ 
I 

, 
I , 

CQ"PONE~T' ~ 
WEe" I " I !>EThOC , 

I 

~ 
~ 

" 
BATCH No. , , . "'-':' .~. 

I ';;;,/ - )' 

.. ,,'w ~ •. , , 

~ 
'DO _, "'~ 

T[CHNICAl , 

I 
!>ETAIl .. .. 

~I="£"" 
p;.oc= 

I 
~ , 

, -- ._- . 

~ 

I 

I 

-- . -

. f-

-
- -

, 

'"''''l1e
' 

, , 

I'''~ Q .. " I::,:· IDat.' 2610312009 SIll"_ I'" -" ~ 
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R.LT.C. 
"O"·C .sr~""TI"£ , . snow 

No: 1907 

"".~ 
I 

, 

I"""' = cOMPoN£IITI 

I 
wEco 

~~,,! en"" , 

" 
I " 

, ~ ~M'H.~Q. , " 
, 

I " 
_M 0""" , , " , _. .",,,,,,, 

" TECHNICAl "" 
, , , 
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SECTION A-A 

Par t s lis t Continued 

'Item Part Name Ot y Material Remark 14 in I et rod Mil d 5 tee I 5a I I 5 e a I 

I s h aft I Mi I d s tee I 15 endwall AST~ A516 Grade70 Soi lerplale 

2 head p I ate I SOC stee I 16 valve cylinder asm Weld assembly 

3 s h aft lange Mil d s tee I 17 ,dr iver connector asm Weld assembly 

4 gUide cylinder ENg Condilion 18 I d r i ve r tube asm Weld assembly 

5 r I n 9 piston Bronze 19 d r i ve n tu b e inn a 3m Weld ass ernb I y 

6 S i I din 9 sleeve AI umi n i om 7075 Cor d iii on T6 20 d r i ve n tub e ext a sm Weld ass ef11b I y 

7 d r i ve n connector ENg Condillon N 21 M20 by 140mm bolt i 12 Class 8. 8 Std. part 
University of Cope Town 

8 s lid i n 9 coupler ENg Condition 22 M20 by Ii Omm bolt 12 Class 8. 8 S t d. part Deport'"ftt of NuhlAicol Eagiluterillg 

9 oneway r i n 9 Bronze 23 MI6 by i i Omm bolt 12 C I ass 8. 8 S t d. part Till. 

10 throttle plate gear As supplied Mo d u Ie I 24 MI6 by 80mm bolt 12 Class 8 8 Std par I 

! i I ge a r pinion As supplied Not show 11 25 MIO by 40rnm bolt 10 Class 8 8 Sid par t .1. S~ .. I .1 

12 a I i 9 n pin Mi I d 5 tee I 26 MIO by 60rnm bolt 8 Class 8. 8 Sid. par t 0,333 45 
gear 

Teflon Not shown 
0, ••• By Dr •• i 09 No .. b .. 

13 t ef Ion bllsh 27 M36x2.0 nut C.ass 8 8 S t d. part 
Mid •• 1 0 .... ' STASMOOI 0.1 
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